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Abstract
This paper studies an alternative bias correction for the M-estimator, which is obtained by correcting
the moment equation in the spirit of Firth (1993). In particular, this paper compares the stochastic
expansions of the analytically bias-corrected estimator and the alternative estimator and nds that the
third-order stochastic expansions of these two estimators are identical. This implies that at least in
terms of the third order stochastic expansion, we cannot improve on the simple one-step bias correction
by using the bias correction of moment equations. Though the result in this paper is for a xed number
of parameters, our intuition may extend to the analytical bias correction of the panel data models with
individual specic e¤ects. Noting the M-estimation can nest many kinds of estimators including IV,
2SLS, MLE, GMM, and GEL, our nding is a rather strong result.
Keywords: Third-order Stochastic Expansion, Bias Correction, M-estimation
JEL Classication: C10
1 Introduction
Asymptotic bias corrections are pursued to make estimators closer to the truth values. There are several ways
of achieving this goal including analytical corrections, jackknife, and bootstrap methods. This variety of bias
correction methods evokes the issue whether one method is preferable to the others at least on asymptotic
e¢ ciency grounds. Hahn, Kuersteiner, and Newey (2004) deal with this issue. For the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimation, they show that a method of bias correction does not a¤ect the higher-order e¢ ciency of
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also like to thank Joe Hotz, Moshe Buchinsky, Janet Currie, Duncan Thomas, and Patrik Guggenberger for their useful
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any estimator that is rst-order e¢ cient in parametric or semiparametric models. An ML estimator is a
class of M-estimator and this paper extends their intuition to a general class of M-estimator.1
Specically, this paper considers an alternative bias correction for the M-estimator, which is achieved
by correcting the moment equation in the spirit of Firth (1993). In particular, we compare the stochastic
expansions of the analytically bias-corrected estimator (which is referred to one-step bias correction) and
the alternative estimator and nd that the third-order stochastic expansions of these two estimators are
identical. This is a stronger result, since it implies that these two estimators do not only have the same
higher-order variances but also agree upon more properties in terms of their stochastic expansions.
In the literature (see Hahn and Newey (2004) and Ferández-Val (2004)), it has been discussed that
removing the bias directly from the moment equations has the attractive features that it does not use pre-
estimated parameters that are not bias corrected, though this alternative approach requires more intensive
computations. This paper, however, illustrates that at least for the third order stochastic expansion, there
is no benet of using the bias correction of the moment equations over the simple one-step bias correction.
Though our result is for the xed number of parameters, we conjecture this is also true for the panel data
models with individual specic parameters.
Obvious examples of the M-estimation include MLE, least squares and instrumental variable (IV) estima-
tion. Many other popular estimators can also t into the M-estimation framework with appropriate denition
of the moment equations. It includes some cases of generalized method of moments (GMM, see examples
in Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996)), and two-step estimators (Newey (1984)). More interestingly the
generalized empirical likelihood (GEL) also ts into this framework. This suggests that our approach can be
an alternative to Newey and Smith (2004) when one is obtaining the higher-order bias and variance terms of
GEL. From the nding of our paper, it follows that the stochastic expansions for the one-step bias corrected
estimator and the bias corrected moment equation estimator of GEL will be identical, at least up to the
third order.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the higher-order stochastic expansion of the
M-estimator and consider the one-step bias correction. Section 3 introduces the bias corrected moment
equations estimator and derives its higher-order stochastic expansion. Section 4 discusses the higher-order
e¢ ciency properties of several analytically bias-corrected estimators. We conclude in Section 5. Primitive
conditions for the validity of the higher-order stochastic expansions and mathematical details are discussed
in Appendix.
2 Higher Order Expansion for M-Estimator
Consider a moment condition
E [s (zi; 0)] = 0 (1)
1This possible extension is noted in Hahn and Newey (2004).
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where s(zi; ) is a known k  1 vector-valued function of the data and a parameter vector  2   Rk and
zi may include both endogenous and exogenous variables. The M-estimator is obtained by solving
1
n
nX
i=1
s

zi;b = 0: (2)
Examples for this class of estimators include the MLE, the least squares and IV estimation. In the MLE,
s(zi; ) is the single observation score function. For the linear or nonlinear regression model of yi = f(Xi; 0)+
"i, we set s (zi; ) =
@f(Xi;)
@ (yi   f(Xi; )) and zi = (yi X 0i)0 for a known function f(). In the linear IV
model, we have s (zi; ) = wi(yi X 0i) and zi = (yi X 0i w0i)0 for some instruments wi with dim(wi) = dim().
Two-step estimators such as two-stage least squares, feasible generalized least squares (GLS) and Heckman
(1979)s two-step estimator also t into this framework (see Newey (1984)). Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah
(1996) provide some special cases of GMM estimators that can be put into the M-estimation but the examples
are not restricted to those. Actually the popular two-step GMM estimations and the generalized empirical
likelihood estimations (GEL, Newey and Smith (2004)) can also t into the M-estimation. Partly motivated
with this wide applicability, we study the stochastic expansion and the bias correction of the M-estimator.
We obtain the higher order stochastic expansion of the M-estimator using the iterative approach used
in Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996) up to a certain order. This approach is convenient analytically
and straightforward since the estimators are expressed as functions of sums of random variables. Edgeworth
expansion can be considered as an alternative whose validity has been derived in Bhattacharya and Ghosh
(1978) but the stochastic expansion approach is noted as a much simpler approach. Moreover, the main
purpose of this paper is to provide the comparison of several estimators based on the higher-order variance
(O(n 1) variance). Noting rankings based on the higher-order variances in a third-order stochastic expansion
are equivalent to rankings based on the variances of an Edgeworth expansion as shown in Pfanzagl and
Wefelmeyer (1978) and Ghosh et. al.(1980) and discussed in Rothenberg (1984), it su¢ ces to use the simple
stochastic expansions for our purpose.
Here we borrow Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996)s notation. We denote the matrix of -th order
partial derivatives of a matrix A() as rA(). Specically, if A() is a k  1 vector function, rA() is
the usual Jacobian whose l-th row contains the partial derivatives of the l-th element of A(). rA() (a
k k matrix) is dened recursively such that the j-th element of the l-th row of rA() is the 1 k vector
alj() = @a
 1
lj ()=@
0, where a 1lj is the l-th row and the j-th element of r 1A(). We use 
 to denote
a usual Kronecker product. Using this Kronecker product we can express rA() = @A()
@0 
 @0 
 : : :
 @0| {z }
 K ro n e ck e r p r o d u c t o f @0
.
Finally, we use a matrix norm kAk =ptr(A0A) for a matrix A.
Before we derive the second order expansion of the M-estimator to obtain the second-order bias ana-
lytically, some denitions are introduced. Denote H1() = E [rs(zi; )], H2() = E
r2s(zi; ), Q() =
( E [rs(zi; )]) 1 and let H1 = H1(0), H2 = H2(0), Q = Q(0). The following notation is also used
later; bH1() = 1nPni=1rs (zi; ) ; H2() = 1nPni=1r2s (zi; ) ; bQ() = (  bH1()) 1, bH1 = bH1(0), bH2 =bH2(0), and bQ = bQ(0). Also dene J  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0), V  1pnPni=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)]),
W  1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s (zi; 0)  E r2s (zi; 0).
3
Lemma 2.1 Suppose fzigni=1 is iid, 0 is in the interior of  and is the only  2  satisfying (1), and the M-
estimator b dened in (2) is consistent. Further suppose that (i) s(z; ) is -times continuously di¤erentiable
in the neighborhood of 0, denoted by 0   for all z 2 Z,   3 with probability one; (iia) rs(z; ) is
integrable for each xed  2 0,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,   3 and (iib) E
r3s(z; ) is continuous and bounded
at 0; (iii)
 1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1) and  = 1; 2;
(iv) 1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s  zi;  H2()  1pnPni=1  r2s (zi; 0) H2 (0) = op (1) for  = 0 + op(1);
(v) Q(0) exists, i.e. E [rs(zi; 0)] is nonsingular; (vi) J = Op(1); (vii) V = Op(1); (viii) W = Op(1).
Then we have
p
n
b   0 = QJ +Op  1pn and moreoverp
n
b   0 = QJ + 1pnQ  V QJ + 12H2 (QJ 
QJ)+Op(n 1).
This result and the following Lemma 2.2 are available in Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996) but we
provide these and their proofs for completeness. Some of these results will be used in later discussion. The
proofs to this lemma and others are presented in Appendix B. From this result, the higher order bias of b
is obtained as
Bias(b)  1
n
Q

E [V QJ ] +
1
2
H2E [(QJ 
QJ)]

:
Dening di() = Q()s(zi; ) and vi() = rs (zi; )   E [rs (zi; )] and letting di = di(0) and vi = vi(0),
it is not di¢ cult to see that Q
 
E [V QJ ] + 12H2E [(QJ 
QJ)]

= Q
 
E [vidi] +
1
2H2E [(di 
 di)]

as shown
in Lemma 2.2 and thus we put B() = Q()
 
E [vi()di()] +
1
2H2()E [di()
 di()]

.
Lemma 2.2 Suppose (1) holds and fzigni=1 are iid.
Then, E [V QJ ]+ 12H2E [QJ 
QJ ] = E [vidi]+ 12H2E [di 
 di] ; where di = Qs(zi; 0) and vi = rs (zi; 0) 
E [rs (zi; 0)].
Therefore, we can eliminate the second-order bias of the M-estimator b by subtracting a consistent
estimator of the bias. Now let bbc denote the bias corrected estimator of this sort dened by
bbc = b   1
n
bB(); (3)
for a consistent estimator  of 0 where the function bB() is constructed as
bQ() 1
n
nX
i=1
bvi()bdi() + 1
2
bH2() 1
n
nX
i=1
bdi()
 bdi()! (4)
for bdi() = bQ()s(zi; ) and bvi () = rs (zi; ). In particular, we can put  = b. In this sense, bbc is a
two-step estimator.
To characterize the higher order e¢ ciency based on the higher-order variance (O(n 1) variance) of the
bias corrections, we need to expand the M-estimator to the third-order. We use some additional denitions:
H3 () = E[r3s(z; )]; bH3 () = 1n nP
i=1
r3s(zi; ); H3 = H3 (0),W3  1pn
nP
i=1
 r3s (zi; 0)  E r3s (zi; 0).
Also put a 1=2 = QJ; a 1 = Q
 
V a 1=2 + 12H2
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

and
a 3=2 = QV a 1+ 12QW
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 12QH2
 
a 1=2 
 a 1 + a 1 
 a 1=2

+ 16QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

for brevity. First consider
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Lemma 2.3 Suppose fzigni=1 is iid, 0 is in the interior of  and is the only  2  satisfying (1), and the M-
estimator b that solves (2) is consistent. Further suppose that (i) s(z; ) is -times continuously di¤erentiable
in a neighborhood of 0, denoted by 0   for all z 2 Z,   4 with probability one; (iia) rs(z; ) is
integrable for each xed  2 0,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,   4 and (iib) E[r4s(z; )] is continuous and bounded
at 0; (iii) 1pn
Pn
i=1
 r3s  zi;  H3    1pnPni=1  r3s (zi; 0) H3 (0) = op (1) for  = 0 + op(1);
(iv) Q is nonsingular; (v) J = Op(1); (vi) V = Op(1); (vii) W = Op(1); (viii) W3 = Op(1);
(ix)
p
n(b   0) = a 1=2 + 1pna 1 +Op   1n.
Then we have
p
n
b   0 = a 1=2 + 1pna 1 + 1na 3=2 +Op(n 3=2).
In the following section, we propose an alternative one-step estimator which eliminates the second-order
bias by adjusting the moment equation inspired by Firth (1993).
3 Bias Corrected Moment Equation
Here we consider an alternative higher order bias reduced estimator that solves a bias corrected moment
equation. This idea is proposed in Firth (1993) for the ML with a xed number of parameters and exploited
in Hahn and Newey (2003) and Ferández-Val (2004) for the nonlinear panel data models with individual
specic e¤ects. We refer this estimator to Firths estimator.
To be more precise, consider
0 =
1
n
nX
i=1
s (zi; )  1
n
c() (5)
for a known function c() that is given by
c() = Q() 1B() =
1
2
H2()E [Q()s(zi; )
Q () s(zi; )] + E [rs (zi; )Q()s(zi; )] : (6)
In the ML context, Firth (1993) shows that by adjusting the score function (he refers this as a modied
score function) with the correction term dened by the product of the Fisher information matrix and the
bias term. c() has the same interpretation in the ML, since  Q() 1 is the Hessian matrix and hence
Q() 1 is the Fisher information in the ML. Therefore (6) is a generalization of Firth (1993)s idea to the
M-estimation. In general c() is unknown and hence to implement this alternative estimator, we need to
estimate the function c (). We use a sample analogue of (6) as
bc() = bQ() 1 bB() (7)
=
1
2
bH2() 1
n
nX
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i!+ 1
n
nX
i=1
h
rs (zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i :
Now we estimate 0 by solving
0 =
1
n
nX
i=1
s (zi; )  1
n
bc(); (8)
and claim that this eliminates the second order bias of b that solves (2) under following conditions;
5
Assumption 3.1 (i) fzi : i = 1; : : : ; ng are iid; (ii) s(z; ) is -times continuously di¤erentiable in a neigh-
borhood of 0, denoted by 0 for all z 2 Z,   4; (iii) E
h
sup20 krs(z; )k2
i
< 1  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,
  4; (iv)  is compact; (v) 0 is in the interior of  and is the only  2  satisfying (1); (vi)
E
hrs(z; 0)4i <1 for  = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; g;   3.
Assumption 3.2 For  2 0, E
h
@s(zi;)
@0
i
is nonsingular.
or alternatively instead of Assumption 3.1,
Assumption 3.3 (i) fzi : i = 1; : : : ; ng are iid; (ii) rs(z; ) satises the Lipschitz condition in  as
krs(z; 1) rs(z; 2)k  B(z) k1   2k 81; 2 2 0
for some function B() : Z ! R and E

B()2t+

<1,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g; with positive integer t  2 and
for some  > 0 and   4 in a neighborhood of 0, (iii) E
h
sup20 krs(z; )k2t+
i
<1,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,
  4 with positive integer t  2 and for some  > 0; (iv)  is bounded; (v) 0 is in the interior of  and is
the only  2  satisfying (1).
Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or Assumption 3.2-3.3, the following three conditions are satised (see Lemma
A.9 in the appendix).
Condition 1 (i) bc(0) = Op(1);(ii) bc(0) = c(0) +Op  1pn.
Condition 2 rbc() = Op(1) around the n 1=2 neighborhood of 0.
Condition 3 r2bc() = Op(1) around the n 1=2 neighborhood of 0.
Now we are ready to present one of our main ndings.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose 

solves
0 =
1
n
nX
i=1
s

zi; 
  1
n
bc(); (9)
where bc() is given by (7) and that  is a consistent estimator of 0. Further suppose that Condition 1-3
and Condition (i)-(viii) in Lemma 2.1 are satised, then we have
p
n


   0

= QJ +
1p
n
Q

V QJ +
1
2
H2 (QJ 
QJ)  c(0)

+Op

1
n

;
where c(0) = 12H2E [Qs(zi; 0)
Qs(zi; 0)] + E [rs (zi; 0)Qs(zi; 0)] and hence the second-order bias of


is Bias(

)  1nE

Q
 
V QJ + 12H2 (QJ 
QJ)  c(0)

= 0.
This concludes that we can eliminate the second order bias by adjusting the moment equation as (8) and
it is a proper alternative to the analytic bias-correction of (3). Now we derive the higher order expansion of
the Firths estimator up to the third order. For this, we need an additional condition that is satised under
Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.2-3.3 with   5 as shown in Lemma A.11 in the appendix.
6
Condition 4 (i) rbc(0) = rc(0) +Op  1pn;(ii) r3bc() = Op(1) around the n 1=2 neighborhood of 0.
Recall that c() = Q 1()B() and bc() = bQ() 1 bB() and we obtain
Proposition 3.2 Suppose 

solves 0 = 1n
Pn
i=1 s

zi; 
  1nbc(), where bc() is given in (7) and that 
is consistent. Further suppose that Condition 1-4 and Condition (i)-(viii) in Lemma 2.3 are satised and
assume
p
n(b   0) = a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  B(0)) +Op   1n. Then, we have
p
n


   0

= a 1=2+ 1pn (a 1  B(0))+ 1n

a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  
p
n( bB(0) B(0))+Op(n 3=2) (10)
4 Higher Order E¢ ciency
Asymptotic bias corrections can provide estimators that have better bias properties in the nite sample.
There are several ways of achieving these bias corrections including analytical corrections that we focus on
in this paper, jackknife and bootstrap methods. This abundant ways of bias correction methods evoke the
issue which method is preferable to others at least on asymptotic e¢ ciency grounds. Hahn, Kuersteiner,
and Newey (2004) deals with this issue. For the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, they show that
the method of bias correction does not a¤ect the higher-order e¢ ciency of any estimator that is rst-order
e¢ cient in a parametric or semiparametric model. The ML estimator is a class of the M-estimator and
here we try to extend their intuition to a general M-estimator. In this section we compare the higher order
e¢ ciency of several rst-order e¢ cient bias-corrected estimators by comparing the higher order variance,
which is dened by the O
 
1
n

variance in a third-order stochastic expansion of the estimator.
4.1 Third Order Expansion of the Bias-Corrected Estimator
To compare with the estimator of interest 

, rst we consider a bias-corrected estimator bbc dened in (3)
as bbc = b   1n bB(b) and observe that bB(b) = bQ(b)bc(b) from (4) and (7). We also consider its infeasible
version bb as bb = b  1nB(b), where the function B(b) is constructed as B(b) = Q(b)c(b) provided that bothbB(b) and B(b) are consistent estimators of the higher order bias term B(0) = Q(0)c(0). Note that for e
between b and 0, the mean value theorem gives us
c(b)  c(0) = rc(e)b   0 = Op(1)Op  1=pn = op (1)
under Condition 2 and since b   0 = Op  1pn. Also we havebc(b)  c(0)  bc(b)  c(b)+ c(b)  c(0)
 sup
20
kbc()  c()k+ c(b)  c(0) = op (1) + op(1) = op(1)
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by Triangle Inequality, Lemma A.7, and the continuity of c() at 0 (applying the Slutsky theorem) and hence
both B(b) and bB(b) are indeed consistent estimators of the higher order bias noting Q(b) = Q(0) + op(1)
by the continuity of Q() at 0 and bQ(b) = Q(0) + op(1)2 . Now from the result of Lemma 2.3, it follows
that
p
n(bb   0) = pn(b   0)  1p
n
B(b)
=
a 1=2 + 1pna 1 +
1
na 3=2 +Op(n
 3=2)
  1p
n
B(0)  1pnrB(0)(b   0)  12pnr2B(e)((b   0)
 (b   0))
and hence
p
n(bb   0) = a 1=2 + 1p
n
(a 1  B(0)) + 1
n
 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2

+Op(n
 3=2); (11)
since
p
n(b  0) = a 1=2+Op  1pn and r2B(e) = r2B(0)+ op(1) = Op(1) by the Slutsky theorem, from
which we have 1
2
p
n
r2B(e)((b   0)
 (b   0)) = Op(n 3=2). Similarly for bbc, consider
p
n(bbc   0) = pn(b   0)  1p
n
bB(b) (12)
=
a 1=2 + 1pna 1 +
1
na 3=2 +Op(n
 3=2)
  1p
n
bB(0)  1pnr bB(0)(b   0)  12pnr2 bB(e)((b   0)
 (b   0)):
From (12) and the following results (that hold under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.2-3.3 as shown in Lemma A.12
in the appendix),
Condition 5 bB(0) = B(0) +Op  1pn
Condition 6 r bB(0) = rB(0) +Op  1pn
Condition 7 r2 bB() = Op(1) around the neighborhood of 0:
We obtain
p
n(bbc   0) (13)
= a 1=2 +
1p
n
(a 1  B(0)) + 1
n

a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  
p
n( bB(0) B(0))+Op(n 3=2)
noting 1p
n
r bB(0)(b   0) = 1nr bB(0)a 1=2 +Op  1pn = 1nrB(0)a 1=2 + Op(n 3=2) by Condition 6
and noting 1
2
p
n
r2 bB(e)((b  0)
 (b  0)) = Op(n 3=2) by Condition 7 and b  0 = Op  1pn. Comparing
(10) and (13), we conclude that
p
n


   0

and
p
n
bbc   0 are identical up to Op( 1n ) order terms.
This means that 

and bbc have the same higher order variances at least.
2For a formal proof, see the result of (75) in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in the appendix.
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4.2 Higher Order Variances
For a three term stochastic expansion of an estimator such as
p
n
 
   0

= T 1=2 +
1p
n
T 1 +
1
n
T 3=2 +Op(n 3=2),
the higher-order variance is given by
  +
1
n
;
where  =Var[T 1=2] and  =

Var[T 1] + E
h p
nT 1 + T 3=2

T 0 1=2
i
+ E
h
T 1=2
 p
nT 1 + T 3=2
0i
.
From (10), (11), and (13), we obtain the higher order variances of three alternative estimators, denoted by
bb , bbc , and  , respectively as3
bb =
8>>><>>>:
E
h
a 1=2a0 1=2
i
+ 1nE

(a 1  B(0)) (a 1  B(0))0

+ 1nE
h
a 1=2
 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2
0i
+ 1nE
h 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2

a0 1=2
i
+ 1nE
p
na 1=2 (a 1  B(0))0

+ 1nE
hp
n (a 1  B(0)) a0 1=2
i
9>>>=>>>;
bbc = bb   1nE
h
a 1=2
p
n( bB(0) B(0))0i  1
n
E
hp
n( bB(0) B(0))a0 1=2i (14)
 = bbc :
The result of (14) reveals that the higher order variance of bbc has additional terms compared with bb due to
the fact that we use the sample analogue of the second order bias, unless E
h
a 1=2
p
n( bB(0) B(0))0i = 0.
It is quite remarkable that comparing the third order expansions of (10) and (13), we have concluded that
n3=2(bbc   ) = op(1): (15)
This is a stronger result, since it implies that these two estimators do not only have the same higher order
variance but also agree upon more properties in terms of their stochastic expansions. In the literature (see
Hahn and Newey (2003) and Ferández-Val (2004)), it has been argued that removing the bias directly from
the moment equations has the attractive features that it does not use pre-estimated parameters that are not
bias corrected, though this alternative approach requires more intensive computations since it requires to
solve some nonlinear equation. From the results of (10) and (13), this paper concerns that at least for the
third order stochastic expansion comparison, there is no benet of using such bias correction of the moment
equations over the simple bias-corrected estimator. Though our result is for the xed number of parameters,
we conjecture this is also true for the panel data models with individual specic parameters.
4.3 Comparison of Alternative Estimators
To have a better understanding for the result of (15). Here we compare several versions of bias-corrected
estimators though these are infeasible in most of cases. First, let 

1 be the solution of 0 =
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; ) 
1
nc() and we also deneb2 = b   bQ(b)c(b) and b3 = b  Q(b)bc(b).
3The analytic forms of these variances are given in the appendix (see Appendix C).
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From the previous results of (10) and (13), it is not di¢ cult to see that
p
n(

1 0) = a 1=2+ 1pn (a 1  B(0))+ 1n
 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2
  1nQV B(0) +Op(n 3=2)p
n(b2 0) = a 1=2+ 1pn (a 1  B(0))+ 1n  a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  1npn( bQ(0) Q(0))c(0) +Op(n 3=2)p
n(b3 0) = a 1=2+ 1pn (a 1  B(0))+ 1n  a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  1npnQ(0) (bc(0)  c(0))+Op(n 3=2):
Now note that bQ(0) = Q(0) + 1pnQ(0)V Q(0) +Op( 1n ) from (79) and hence
p
n( bQ(0) Q(0))c(0) = Q(0)V Q(0)c(0) +Op (1=n) = Q(0)V B(0) +Op (1=n) .
This implies that
p
n(b2   0) and pn(1   0) have the same asymptotic expansion up to Op   1n order.
Now from Lemma B.1, we derive
p
nQ(0) (bc(0)  c(0)) = pn bQ(0)bc(0) Q(0)c(0) pn bQ(0) Q(0)bc(0)
=
p
n
 bB(0) B(0)+QV B (0) +Op  1=pn ,
which implies
p
n(
   0) =
p
n(b3   0) + QV B (0) + Op(n 3=2). To sum up, together with previous
results we conclude
p
n(

1   0) =
p
n(bb   0)  1nQV B(0) +Op(n 3=2)p
n(

1   0) =
p
n(b2   0) +Op(n 3=2)p
n(
   0) =
p
n(b3   0) + 1nQV B (0) +Op(n 3=2)p
n(
   0) =
p
n(bbc   0) +Op(n 3=2):
It illustrates that using bQ() rather than Q() plays a critical role for equating the stochastic expansions (up
to the third order) of the bias-corrected estimator and the estimator that solves the bias-corrected moment
equation.
More interestingly we consider the iteration of the bias correction. Hahn and Newey (2004) discusses
the relationship between the bias corrections of moment equations and the iterated bias correction. The
iteration idea is that one can update bB several times using the previous estimator of b. To be more precise,
denoting bB() as a function of , we can write the one step bias-corrected estimator as b1bc = b   bB(b)=n.
The k-th iteration will give us bkbc = b   bB(bk 1bc )=n ( b1bc = bbc) for k = 2; 3; : : :. If we would iterate this
procedure until achieving the convergence, we will obtain b1bc = b   bB(b1bc )=n, which imply that b1bc solves
(note bB() = bQ()bc())
0 = bQ() 1(b   )  1
n
bc() = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s

zi;b+ bQ() 1(b   )  1
n
bc(), (16)
where the second equality is from the denition of b in (2). Noting bQ() 1 =   1nPni=1rs (zi; ), if s (zi; )
is linear in  then we nd that (16) is the same as (8): the bias corrected moment equation and henceb1bc is exactly same with  . Otherwise (16) is an approximation of (8). From this we conclude that the
fully iterated bias-corrected estimator b1bc can be interpreted as the solution to an approximation of the
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bias-corrected moment equation (8). Similarly with (12), for ee between b1bc and 0, we can show that
p
n(b1bc   0) = pn(b   0)  1pn bB(b1bc )
=
a 1=2 + 1pna 1 +
1
na 3=2
  1p
n
bB(0)  1pnr bB(0)(b1bc   0)  12pnr2 bB(ee)((b1bc   0)
 (b1bc   0)) +Op(n 3=2)
= a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  B(0)) + 1n

a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  
p
n( bB(0) B(0))+Op(n 3=2)
using Condition 5, 6, and 7 and
p
n
b1bc   0 = QJ+Op (1=pn). This result conrms that pn(b1bc bbc) =
Op(n
 3=2), which actually holds for all bkbc ( k = 2; 3; : : :).
Noting this equivalence of the higher order expansions for b1bc and b1bc at least up to the third order term,
one would expect that the higher order expansion of 

will be equivalent to that of b1bc at least up to the
third order and we conrm this intuition in this paper. However, as observed in some Monte Carlo examples
of Hahn and Newey (2004) and Ferández-Val (2004), the iterative bias correction can lower bias for small
samples and so can the bias correction of the moment equations. This suggests that the comparison between
the one-step bias correction and the method of correcting the moment equation (or the fully iterated bias
correction) should be based on the stochastic expansions higher than the third order. As a related estimator,
Hahn and Newey (2004) discusses the asymptotic equivalence of the bias-corrected moment equation method
to Woutersens (2002) approach and hence we conjecture that Woutersens (2002) estimator will not improve
over the simple one-step bias correction either at least in the third order stochastic expansion sense.
5 Conclusion
This paper considers an alternative bias correction for the M-estimator, which is achieved by correcting the
moment equation in the spirit of Firth (1993). In particular, this paper compares the stochastic expansions
of the analytically bias-corrected estimator (which is referred to one-step bias correction) and the alternative
estimator and nds that the third-order stochastic expansions of these two estimators are identical. This
implies that these two estimators do not only have the same higher order variances but also agree upon more
properties in terms of their stochastic expansions.
We conclude that at least in terms of the third order stochastic expansion, we cannot improve on the
simple one-step bias-correction by using the bias correction of the moment equations. Though our result is
for the xed number of parameters, we conjecture this is also true for the panel data models with individual
specic parameters. The intuition is that the fully iterated bias-corrected estimator can be interpreted as
the solution of an approximation to the bias corrected moment equations and the iteration will not improve
asymptotic properties in general and neither will the alternative estimator. We have veried this intuition
in this paper. Noting the M-estimation framework is quite general, this is a rather strong result.
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Appendix
A Technical Lemmas and Proofs
A.1 Some Preliminary Lemmas
Lemma A.1 (Uniform Weak Convergence Theorem with Compactness) Suppose (i) fzi : i = 1; : : : ; ng are iid; (ii)
m(z; ) is continuous at each  2  for all z 2 Z with probability one;(iii) E sup2 km(zi; )k < 1; (iv)  is
compact.
Then, E [km(zi; )k] is continuous for all  2  and sup2
 1
n
Pn
i=1m (zi; )  E [m (zi; )]
 = op(1).
Proof. This result is implied by Lemma 1 of Tauchen (1985) or can be veried by showing the stochastic equicontinu-
ity of

1
n
Pn
i=1 (m (zi; )  E [m (zi; )]) : n  1
	
for  2  as in Newey (1991) observing that E sup2 km(zi; )k <
1 is stronger than the Lipschitz condition used in Newey (1991). The continuity of E [km(zi; )k] is obtained from
the Dominated Convergence theorem with the dominating function sup2 km (zi; )k < 1. Here we provide an
alternative proof for the stochastic equicontinuity. We use the following denition of the stochastic equicontinuity:
Denition A.1 fMn()jn  1g is stochastically equicontinuous on  if 8" > 0 9 > 0 such that
lim
n!1
P
 
sup
2
sup
02B(;)
Mn(0) Mn() > "! < ":
Now dene Mn() = 1n
Pn
i=1m (zi; )   E [m (zi; )] and Yi = sup2 sup02B(;) km (zi; 0) m (zi; )k. Note
E [Yi]  2E

sup2 km(zi; )k

< 1 by Condition (iii). We claim that E [Yi] ! 0 as  ! 0 by noting Yi ! 0
as  ! 0 with probability one, since Condition (ii) and (iv) implies uniform continuity. Furthermore, Yi 
2 sup2 km(zi; )k 8 > 0 and E

sup2 km(zi; )k

<1 by Condition (iii) and hence from the dominated conver-
gence theorem, the claim follows. Now let " > 0, then
limn!1P

sup2 sup02B(;) kMn(0) Mn()k > "

 limn!1P
 
1
n
Pn
i=1 (Yi + E[Yi]) > "

 limn!1E

1
n
Pn
i=1 (Yi + E[Yi])

=" = 2E[Yi]="! 0 as  ! 0;
where the rst inequality follows by Triangle inequality, the second holds by Markov inequality, and the last equality
holds by E [Yi] ! 0 as  ! 0. This proves Mn() is stochastically equicontinuous and the uniform convergence
follows noting Condition (iii) is su¢ cient for the pointwise weak convergence. This is proved when  is bounded (not
necessarily compact) in the proof of Lemma A.2.
Lemma A.2 (Uniform Weak Convergence Theorem without Compactness) Suppose (i) fzi : i = 1; : : : ; ng are iid;
(ii) m(zi; ) satises the Lipschitz condition in  as km(zi; 1) m(zi; 2)k  B(zi) k1   2k, 81; 2 2  for some
function B() : Z ! R and E B()2+ <1; (iii) E hsup2 km(zi; )k2+i <1 for some  > 0; (iv)  is bounded.
Then, 1p
n
Pn
i=1 (m (zi; )  E[m (zi; )]) is stochastically equicontinuous and thus
sup2
 1
n
Pn
i=1m (zi; )  E [m (zi; )]
 = op(1).
Proof. From condition (ii), we note that m(; ) belongs to Type II class in Andrews (1994) with envelopes given
by max(sup2 km(; )k ; B()) and hence satises Pollards entropy condition by Theorem 2 in Andrews (1994),
which is Assumption A for Theorem 1 in Andrews (1994). Condition (iii) implies Assumption B of Theorem 1 in
Andrews (1994). Condition (i) is stronger than Assumption C for Theorem 1 in Andrews (1994) and hence stochastic
equicontinuity follows. Now noting Condition (iii) is su¢ cient for pointwise weak convergences of 1
n
Pn
i=1m (zi; )
to E [m (zi; )] for all  2  and combining this with the stochastic equicontinuity result, we have the uniform
convergence as assuming  is bounded. To be more precise, rst, note that the stochastic equicontinuity of
1p
n
Pn
i=1 (m (zi; )  E[m (zi; )]) implies the stochastic equicontinuity of 1n
Pn
i=1 (m (zi; )  E[m (zi; )]). Now de-
ne vn() = 1n
Pn
i=1 (m (zi; )  E[m (zi; )]) and let " > 0 and take a  such that
limn!1P

sup2 sup02B(;) kvn(0)  vn()k > "

< ".
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Such a  exists by the denition of the stochastic equicontinuity. Now note that from the boundedness of , we can
construct a nite cover of  as fB(j ; ) : j = 1; : : : ; Jg. Then it follows
limn!1P
 
sup02 kvn(0)k > 2"

 limn!1P

maxjJ

sup02B(j ;) kvn(0)  vn(j)k+ kvn(j)k

> 2"

 limn!1P

maxjJ sup02B(j ;) kvn(0)  vn(j)k > "

+ limn!1P (maxjJ kvn(j)k > ")
 limn!1P

sup2 sup02B(;) kvn(0)  vn()k > "

+ limn!1P (maxjJ kvn(j)k > ")  ";
where the rst inequality is from Triangle Inequality and by the construction of fB(j ; ) : j = 1; : : : ; Jg. The last
inequality comes from the stochastic equicontinuity of vn() and the pointwise weak convergence of vn() and hence
the uniform convergence result follows.
In addition to the assumption of b being consistent, we provides two alternative primitive conditions that satisfy
the higher level conditions used in Lemma 2.1. The rst possible set of primitive conditions is
Assumption A.1 (i) fzigni=1 are iid; (ii) s(z; ) is -times continuously di¤erentiable in a neighborhood of 0,
denoted by 0 for all z 2 Z,   3 with probability one; (iii) E

sup20 krs(z; )k

<1,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,   3;
(iv)  is compact; (v) 0 is in the interior of  and is the only  satisfying (1).
Assumption A.2 E
krs(z; 0)k2 <1;  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,   3.
Assumption A.3 E [rs(z; 0)] is nonsingular.
Instead of Assumption A.1, alternatively we may assume
Assumption A.4 (i) fzigni=1 are iid; (ii) rs(z; ) satises the Lipschitz condition in  as
krs(z; 1) rs(z; 2)k  B(z) k1   2k 81; 2 2 0
for some function B() : Z ! R and E

B()2+

< 1;  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g in a neighborhood of 0, denoted by 0
for all z 2 Z,   3 with probability one; (iii) E
h
sup20 krs(z; )k2+
i
< 1 for 9  > 0,  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g,
  3; (iv)  is bounded; (v) 0 is in the interior of  and is the only  satisfying (1).
Lemma A.3 (Local Uniform Weak Convergence with Compactness)
Suppose Assumption A.1 holds, then we have
 1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1) and
 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; g.
Proof. Consider 1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E [rs (zi; 0)]
  1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E rs  zi; + E rs  zi;   E [rs (zi; 0)]
 sup20
 1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; )  E [rs (zi; )]
+ E rs  zi;   E [rs (zi; 0)] .
We have sup20 jj 1n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; )   E [rs (zi; )] jj = op(1) from Lemma A.1 by letting m(z; ) = rs (z; )
and noting Assumption A.1 satises all the conditions in Lemma A.1 for  2 0. The continuity of E [rs (zi; )]
at 0 (by the Dominated Convergence theorem with the dominating function sup20 krs(zi; )k) implies thatE rs  zi;   E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1), since  = 0 + op(1) and hence from this and the result above, it follows
that
 1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1).
Lemma A.4 (Local Uniform Weak Convergence without Compactness)
Under Assumption A.4, we have
 1
n
Pn
i=1rs
 
zi; 
  E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1) and  2
f0; 1; 2; : : : ; g.
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Proof. Again noting Assumption A.4 satises all the conditions in Lemma A.2 for  2 0, we have the uniform
convergence and the dominated convergence theorem assures the continuity of E [rs (zi; )] for  2 0 and hence
the result follows.
Now we show that conditions (i)-(viii) in Lemma 2.1 are satised under Assumption A.1-A.3 or Assumption A.4,
A.2-A.3. Condition (i) and (iia) are directly assumed. Condition (iib) is by the dominated convergence theorem with
the dominating function given by sup20
r3s(z; ) under Condition (i), (iia), and E[sup20 r3s(z; )] < 1.
Condition (iii) holds from Lemma A.3 or A.4.
Condition (iv) holds by the stochastic equicontinuity of 1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s (zi; )  E[r2s (zi; )] for  2 0 as
discussed in A.2 with m(z; ) = r2s (z; ). Condition (iv) is used to show that
1
n
Pn
i=1r2s

zi;e  1
n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0)
b   0
 b   0 = Op(n 3=2)
in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Alternatively, it can be shown as 1nPni=1r2szi;e  1nPni=1r2s (zi; 0)b   0
 b   0

 1nPni=1r3szi;eee   0 b   02 = E r3s (zi; 0)+ op(1)e   0b   02 = Op(n 3=2);
where ee (e) lies between e (b) and 0 noting b   0 = Op  1pn. The second last equality is obtained from Lemma
A.3 under Assumption A.1. This implies that Condition (iv) can be replaced with another local uniform convergence
condition
 1
n
Pn
i=1r3s
 
zi; 
  E r3s (zi; 0) = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1) under Assumption A.1. Condition (v)
is assumed in Assumption A.3. Condition (vi)-(viii) are by CLT provided that E
krs(z; 0)k2 <1;  = f0; 1; 2g
respectively, which are satised under Assumption A.2.
Now to establish additional preliminary lemmas, we need a stronger set of conditions as Assumption 3.1-3.2 or
3.3-3.2. Note that Assumption 3.1-3.2 implies Assumption A.1-A.3 and Assumption A.4 is weaker than Assumption
3.3. First, under Assumption 3.1 or 3.3, we have the uniform weak convergences (U-WCON) for the normalized sums
of functions in rs(z; );  = f0; 1; 2; : : : g up to the second order as in a neighborhood of 0, denoted by 0 and
hence it is not di¢ cult to show that
Lemma A.5 Under Assumption 3.1 or 3.3, we have
sup
2
 1nPni=1 kr1s (zi; )k kr2s (zi; )k   E [kr1s (zi; )k kr2s (zi; )k]
 = op(1); (17)
for 1; 2 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : ; g;   4.
Proof. Provided Assumption 3.1 holds, (17) is obtained by applying the Uniform Convergence theorem of Lemma
A.1 by letting m(z; ) = kr1s (zi; )k kr2s (zi; )k. Noting
E

sup20 kr1s (zi; )k kr2s (zi; )k
  E hsup20 kr1s(zi;)k2+kr2s(zi;)k22 i
 E sup20 kr1s (zi; )k2 =2 + E sup20 kr2s (zi; )k2 =2 <1; (18)
which is satised by Assumption 3.1 (iii), all the conditions for Lemma A.1 are trivially satised.
Alternatively under Assumption 3.3, we obtain (17) directly from Theorem 1-3 in Andrews (1994), which is a
quite general result and hence we rather provide a simple proof for our specic purpose. Noting other conditions
for Lemma A.2 are trivially satised under Assumption 3.3, the uniform convergence result of (17) is obtained upon
verifying the Lipschitz condition for 81; 2 2  as
jkr1s (z; 1)k kr2s(z; 1)k   kr1s (z; 2)k kr2s(z; 2)kj
 jkr1s (z; 1)k kr2s(z; 1)k   kr1s (z; 1)k kr2s(z; 2)kj
+ jkr1s (z; 1)k kr2s(z; 2)k   kr1s (z; 2)k kr2s(z; 2)kj
= kr1s (z; 1)k jkr2s(z; 1)k   kr2s(z; 2)kj+ kr2s (z; 2)k jkr1s(z; 1)k   kr1s(z; 2)kj
 kr1s (z; 1)kBv2(z) k1   2k+ kr2s (z; 2)kBv1(z) k1   2k sup2 kr1s (z; )kBv2(z) k1   2k+ sup2 kr2s (z; )kBv1(z) k1   2k
=
 
sup2 kr1s (z; )kBv2(z) + sup2 kr2s (z; )kBv1(z)
 k1   2k M(z) k1   2k ;
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where the rst inequality is by Triangle Inequality and the second inequality is obtained by the Lipschitz conditions
for r1s(z; ) and r2s(z; ), since for  = 1; 2, jkrs(z; 1)k   krs(z; 2)kj  krs(z; 1) rs(z; 2)k by
Triangle Inequality. Now we need to verify that E

M(z)2+

<1, which is true, since
E
h
sup2 kras (z; )k2+ Bvb(z)2+
i
 E
h
sup2 kras (z; )k4+2 +Bvb(z)4+2

=2
i
<1 (19)
for (a; b) 2 f(1; 2); (2; 1)g under E
h
sup2 kr1s (z; )k4+
0i
< 1; E
h
sup2 kr2s (z; )k4+
0i
< 1,
E
h
Bv1(z)
4+0
i
<1, and E
h
Bv2(z)
4+0
i
<1 with 0 = 2.
Lemma A.6 (Consistency of 

) Suppose 0 is the unique solution of (1) and 

solves (8) and further suppose
sup2
 1
n
Pn
i=1 s(zi; )  E[s(z; )]
 = op(1) and sup2 kbc()k = Op(1), then  is a consistent estimator of 0.
Proof. Let " > 0. Then, there exists  > 0 such that whenever  2 nB(0; "), we have kE[s(zi; )]k >  provided
that 0 is the unique solution of (1). This implies
Pr
   0 > "  PrE[s(zi; ) >  = PrE[s(zi; )]  1nPni=1 s(zi; )  1nbc() > 
 Pr
E[s(zi; )]  1nPni=1 s(zi; )+  1nbc() > 
 Pr  sup2 E[s(zi; )]  1nPni=1 s(zi; )+ 1n sup2 kbc()k > 
= Pr (op(1) > )! 0;
where the second inequality is by Triangle Inequality and the last equality is obtained provided that the uniform
convergence of 1
n
Pn
i=1 s(zi; ) to E[s(z; )] over  2  and sup2 kbc()k = Op(1). The uniform convergence holds
by Lemma A.1 or Lemma A.2 with m(z; ) = s(z; ) provided that all the conditions in Lemma A.1 or Lemma A.2
are satised. The second necessary condition sup2 kbc()k = Op(1) is satised assuming conditions in Assumption
3.1-3.2 or Assumption 3.3-3.2 hold for the whole parameter space  instead of 0 similarly with Lemma A.7.
Lemma A.7 Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2, (a) we have
bc() = c() + op(1) (20)
uniformly over  2 0   and (b) moreover, we have bc(0) = c(0) +Op  1pn.
Proof. Lemma A.7 (a)
First we note that c() is bounded uniformly over  2 0 under Assumption 3.1 (ii)-(iii) and Assumption 3.2. This
is evident, since we can bound sup20 kc()k by sums and products of sup20 kQ ()k, sup20 krs(zi; )k2, and
sup20 ks(zi; )k2.using Triangle Inequality, Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, and the Dominated Convergence theorem.
It is worthwhile to remark that bc() = c() + op(1) is not necessary to show Condition 1 and hence not necessary
in proving Proposition 3.1. However, nonetheless we present this result, since Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2 that are
su¢ cient for Proposition 3.1 imply (20) and it is useful to show bc(0) = c(0)+Op  1pn. In what follows, we bound
each term uniformly over  2 0 and suppress the sup-norm over  2 0 otherwise it is noted. Now for any  2 0,
note bc()  c()
=

1
2
bH2() 1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i  1
2
H2() (E [Q()s(zi; )
Q()s(zi; )])

(21)
+

1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i  E [rs(zi; )Q()s(zi; )] (22)
Now rewrite (22) as
1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i  E [rs(zi; )Q()s(zi; )]
=
1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; ) rs(zi; )Q()s(zi; )i (23)
+
1
n
Pn
i=1 [rs(zi; )Q()s(zi; )  E [rs(zi; )Q()s(zi; )]] : (24)
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Then we have for (23), 1nPni=1 hrs(zi; ) bQ() Q() s(zi; )i
  1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k bQ() Q() (25)
by Triangle Inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality. In what follows, again we treat bH1()=   bQ() 1 as
nonsingular for  2 0. This is innocuous, since by Lemma A.1 or A.2 with m(z; ) = rs(z; ) and Assumption 3.2,
with probability approaching to one, bH1() is nonsingular for  2 0. Now note bQ() Q() = Q() bQ() 1  Q() 1 bQ() (26)
 kQ()k
 bQ() bQ() 1  Q() 1  COp(1)op(1) = op(1)
by the uniform convergence of bQ() 1 to Q() 1 and Assumption 3.2 applying the Slutsky theorem. We have
1
n
Pn
i=1 krs (zi; )k ks(zi; )k = Op(1) by (18) and Lemma A.5 with 1 = 1 and 2 = 0. Together with (26), this
implies (23) is op(1). Now note we have
E

sup20 krs (zi; )Q()s (zi; )k

 E sup20 ks (zi; )k krs (zi; )k kQ()k  CE sup20 ks (zi; )k ks (zi; )k <1;
from (18) and sup20 kQ()k <1 or Lipschitz condition as
krs (z; 1)Q(1)s(z; 1) rs (z; 2)Q(2)s(z; 2)k
 sup20 kQ()s(z; )k krs (z; 1) rs (z; 2)k
+ sup20 kQ()rs(z; )k ks (z; 1)  s (z; 2)k+ sup20 ks (z; )rs(z; )k kQ(1) Q(2)k sup20 kQ()k sup20 ks(z; )kB1(z) k1   2k+ sup20 kQ()k sup20 krs(z; )kB0(z) k1   2k
+ sup20 ks(z; )k sup20 krs(z; )k
 
sup20 kQ()k
2
sup20 krH1()k k1   2k
M(z) k1   2k ;
(27)
where the rst inequality is obtained by Triangle Inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality and the second inequality
is obtained by Lipschitz conditions for s (z; ) andrs (z; ) and since kQ(1) Q(2)k = kQ(1)k
Q 1(1) Q 1(2) 
kQ(2)k. In the last equality, we set
M(z) = sup20 kQ()k sup20 ks(z; )kB1(z) + sup20 kQ()k sup20 krs(z; )kB0(z)
+ sup20 ks(z; )k sup20 krs(z; )k
 
sup20 kQ()k
2
sup20 krH1()k
and we have E

M(z)2+

< 1 by a similar argument with (19) provided that E
h
sup20 ks(z; )k4+
0i
< 1,
E
h
sup20 krs(z; )k4+
0i
< 1, E
h
B1(z)
4+0
i
< 1, and E
h
B0(z)
4+0
i
< 1 with 0 = 2, and also assuming
sup20 krH1()k < 1. Therefore, we can apply the Uniform Convergence theorem of Lemma A.1 or Lemma A.2
to (24) and have
sup20
 1nPni=1 [rs (zi; )Q()s (zi; )  E [rs (zi; )Q()s (zi; )]]
 = op(1): (28)
From (23)=op(1) and (28), we conclude (22) is op(1) uniformly over  2 0. Now consider
sup20
 bH2() H2() = op(1) (29)
by the uniform convergence from Lemma A.1 or A.2 with m(z; ) = r2s(z; ) and that 1nPni=1 s(zi; )s(zi; )0   E s(zi; )s(zi; )0
 = op(1) (30)
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uniformly over  2 0 by the uniform convergence result of Lemma A.1 with m(z; ) = s(zi; )s(zi; )0 provided that
E

sup20 ks(zi; )k2

<1 or Lemma A.2 by verifying the Lipschitz condition ass(z; 1)s(z; 1)0   s (z; 2) s (z; 2)0 (31)
 s(z; 1)s(z; 1)0   s (z; 1) s (z; 2)0+ s(z; 1)s(z; 2)0   s (z; 2) s (z; 2)0
 2 sup
2
ks (z; )k ks (z; 1)  s (z; 2)k  2 sup
2
ks (z; )kB0(z) k1   2k
by Triangle Inequality and noting E
h
sup2 ks (z; )k2+ B0(z)2+
i
< 1 under E
h
sup2 ks (z; )k4+
0i
< 1 and
E
h
B0(z)
4+0
i
<1 with 0 = 2. From (26), (29), and (30), it follows that
bH2() 1nPni=1 h bQ()s (zi; )
 bQ()s (zi; )i
= bH2()vec bQ()   1nPni=1 s (zi; ) s (zi; )0 bQ()0
= (H2() + op(1))
 
vec
 
(Q() + op(1))
 
E

s (zi; ) s (zi; )
0+ op(1) (Q() + op(1))0
= H2()
 
vec
 
Q()
 
E

s (zi; ) s (zi; )
0Q()0+ op(1)
= H2() (E [Q()s (zi; )
Q()s (zi; )]) + op(1);
(32)
where the rst and the last equality come from vec(gg0) = g 
 g for a column vector g and hence we bound (21) as
op(1) uniformly over  2 0. This concludes bc() = c() + op(1) uniformly over  2 0.
Proof. Lemma A.7 (ii)
Note
p
n
 bQ(0) Q(0) = Op(1) (33)
by the Slutsky theorem and that
p
n
 bH2(0) H2(0) = 1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s (zi; 0)  E r2s (zi; 0) = Op(1) (34)
by the CLT under E[
r2s(zi; 0)2] <1 and that by the CLT
1p
n
Pn
i=1 s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)
0   E s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)0 = Op(1) (35)
under E
h
ks(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)0k2
i
= E
ks(zi; 0)k4 <1. We can also apply the CLT to
1p
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; 0)k ks(zi; 0)k = E [krs(zi; 0)k ks(zi; 0)k] +Op(1) (36)
under (a) E
krs(zi; 0)k2 ks(zi; 0)k2 <1 and to
1p
n
Pn
i=1 [rs (zi; 0)Q(0)s(zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)Q(0)s (zi; 0)]] = Op(1) (37)
under (b) E
krs(zi; 0)Q(0)s(zi; 0)k2 <1. Both (a) and (b) are satised provided that
E
ks (zi; 0)k4 <1 and E krs (zi; 0)k4 <1, since
E
krs (zi; 0)Q(0)s (zi; 0)k2  kQ(0)k2 E ks (zi; 0)k2 krs (zi; 0)k2
 C  E  ks (zi; 0)k4 + krs (zi; 0)k4 =2 <1
by Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality. Applying the results of (33), (34), and (35) to (32), we can show that (21)=Op (1=
p
n)
for  = 0. Similarly, plugging the results of (33), (36), and (37) into (24) and (25), we obtain (22)=Op (1=
p
n) for
 = 0 and hence we conclude that bc(0) = c(0) +Op (1=pn).
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To characterize rbc(), we introduce some matrix di¤erentiation results consistent with our notation. We denote
a m n matrix D as (dij)mn , where dij is the i-th row and the j-th column element of D. Also we denote a m kn
matrix E as [eij ]mn , where eij is a 1 k vector such that
E = [eij ]
m
n =
0@ e11    e1kn 1... . . . ...
em1    emkn 1
1A
and hence eij = (Ei;(j 1)k+1; Ei;(j 1)k+2; : : : ; Ei;jk) by dening Eu;v as the u-th row and the v-th column element
of E.
Remark 1 For k  k matrices A and B, we have r (AB) = ArB +B0r (A0).
Proof. Let C = AB. Then, we have cij =
Pk
l=1 ailblj and hence
rC = [rcij ]k2 =
h
r(Pkl=1 ailblj)ik
2
=
hPk
l=1 ailrblj
ik
2
+
hPk
l=1 bljrail
ik
2
= (aij)
k
k [rbij ]k2 + (bji)kk [raji]k2 = ArB +B0r (A0)
Remark 2 For a km  kn matrix A and a kn  1 vector b with m;n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, we have
r (Ab) = Arb+ vec  b0r  A0 ;
where vec ((a1; a2; : : : ; ak)) =
0@ a1...
ak
1A and aj is a 1k vector for j = 1; : : : ; k. For completeness, we let vec(c) = c
for a scalar c.
Proof. Let c = Ab and note rci =Pknl=1 ailrbl +Pknl=1 blrail. This implies
[rci]k
m
1 =
hPkn
l=1 ailrbl
ikm
1
+
hPkn
l=1 blrail
ikm
1
= (aij)
km
kn rb+
0B@ b
0[raj1]kn1
...
b0[rajkm ]kn1
1CA = Arb+ vec  b0r  A0 :
Remark 3 Moreover, we have r

vec

()

= vec (r ()) by denition of vec.
Proof. For a 1 km vector c = (c1; : : : ; cm) with ci to be a 1 k vector and i = 1; : : : ;m, consider
r

vec

(c)

= r (vec ((c1; : : : ; cm))) = r
0@ c1...
cm
1A =
0@ rc1...
rcm
1A = vec ((rc1; : : : ;rcm)) = vec (rc) :
Remark 4 For matrices (including column and row vectors) A and B, we have
r (A
B) = (A
rB) +

rA
 B

;
where we dene 
 for matrices D (m kn) and E (p q) as
D 
 E

0BBBBBBBBB@
d11e11    d11e1q
...
. . .
...
d11ep1    d11epq
  
d1kn 1e11    d1kn 1e1q
...
. . .
...
d1kn 1ep1    d1kn 1epq
...
. . .
...
dm1e11    dm1e1q
...
. . .
...
dm1ep1    dm1epq
  
dmkn 1e11    dmkn 1e1q
...
. . .
...
dmkn 1ep1    dmkn 1epq
1CCCCCCCCCA
=
0@ E 
 d11    E 
 d1kn 1... . . . ...
E 
 dm1    E 
 dmkn 1
1A
for 1 k vector dij , i = 1; : : : ;m and j = 1; : : : ; n and euv is the u-th row and the v-th column element of E.
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Proof. Consider
r (A
B) =
0@ r (a11B)    r (a1kn 1B)... . . . ...
r (am1B)    r (amkn 1B)
1A
=
0@ a11rB    a1kn 1rB... . . . ...
am1rB    amkn 1rB
1A+
0@ B 
ra11    B 
ra1kn 1... . . . ...
B 
ram1    B 
ramkn 1
1A
= (A
rB) +

rA
 B

:
Remark 5 For an invertible matrix A (k  k), we have r  A 1 =  A 1 (A0) 1r(A0) =  (A0A) 1r(A0).
Proof. From (A0) 1A0 = I, we haver

(A0) 1A0

= rI = 0 and hence from Remark 1, (A0) 1r (A0)+Ar  A 1 =
0. Multiplying A 1 each side, we have
A 1
 
A0
 1r  A0+Ar  A 1 = 0;  A0A 1r  A0+r  A 1 = 0;
which gives r  A 1 =  A 1 (A0) 1r(A0).
Lemma A.8 Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2, we have (a)
r  bQ()0 = r bQ() = Op(1) and (b)
r 1
 bQ(0)0 r 1 (Q(0)0) = Op (1=pn) for  2 0 and  = f1; 2; 3g
Proof. For  2 0, note Remark 5 implies (noting bQ() 1 =   bH1() =   1nPni=1rs(zi; ) and bH2() = r bH1() by
denition)
r
 bQ()0 =  r bH1()0 1 =  bH1()0 1 bH1() 1r bH1() = bQ()0 bQ() bH2() (38)
and hence jjr( bQ()0)jj  jj bQ()jj2jj bH2()jj = Op(1) by (26) and (29). Now considerr2  bQ()0 = r bQ()0 bQ() bH2()  r bQ()0 bQ() bH2()+  bQ()0 bQ() r bH2()
 2
 bQ()0r bQ() bH2()+  bQ()0 bQ()r bH2()
 2
 bQ() r bQ() bH2()+  bQ()2 r bH2() = Op(1);
(39)
noting
r bQ()0 = r bQ() and since
r bH2() =  1nPni=1r3s(zi; )
 = E r3s(zi; )+ op(1) = Op(1) (40)
applying the Uniform Convergence theorem of Lemma A.1 or A.2 with m(z; ) = r3s(z; ). Similarly we can show
that r3  bQ()0 = r2  bQ()0 bQ() bH2()

r2  bQ()0 bQ() bH2()+ r bQ()0 bQ()r bH2()
+
r bQ()0 bQ()r bH2()+  bQ()0 bQ()r2 bH2()
=
r2  bQ()0 bQ() bH2()+Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) = Op(1).
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from (26), (38), (39), and by the uniform convergence of r2 bH2() = 1nPni=1r4s(zi; ) to E r4s(z; ) from Lemma
A.1 or A.2 with m(z; ) = r4s(z; ). The last equality is obtained noting we haver2  bQ()0 bQ()  2r bQ() r bQ()+ 2 bQ()0 r2 bQ() = Op(1)
from (26), (38), and (39). Now to show the second result, rst note that we can rewrite
bQ(0) =   H1   V=pn 1 = Q+Op  1=pn (41)
by the Slutsky theorem and V = Op(1) by CLT and also we rewritebH2(0) = H2 +W=pn = H2 +Op  1=pn ; (42)
since W = Op(1) by CLT. From (38), consider
r
 bQ(0)0 = bQ(0)0 bQ(0) bH2(0) (43)
=
 
Q+Op
 
1=
p
n
0  
Q+Op
 
1=
p
n
  
H2 +Op
 
1=
p
n

= Q0QH2 +Op
 
1=
p
n

= r  Q(0)0+Op  1=pn
using (41) and (42). Similarly from (39), we have r2
 bQ(0)0 = r2 (Q(0)0) + Op (1=pn) from (41) and (42)and
noting r bH2(0) = rH2 +r (W=pn) and r (W=pn) = rW=pn =W3=pn = Op (1=pn).
In the following proof, we will apply Triangle Inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality whenever they are
necessary without noting them.
Lemma A.9 Under Assumption 3.1 -3.2 or 3.3 -3.2, Condition 1-3 are satised.
Proof. Condition 1bc(0) = Op(1) is obvious from Lemma A.7.
Proof. Condition 2
Again we bound each term uniformly over  2 0 and suppress the sup-norm otherwise it is noted. Now consider
for  2 0
rbc() (44)
= r

1
2
bH2() 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i+ 1nPni=1 hrs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i
= r

1
2
bH2() 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i+r 1nPni=1 hrs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i
= 1
2
vec
  1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0
+ 1
2
bH2()r 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i+r 1nPni=1 hrs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i ;
using Remark 2. For the rst RHS term of the last equality in (44), noter bH2()0 =  1nPni=1r r2s(zi; )0
 1
n
Pn
i=1
r r2s(zi; )0 = 1nPni=1 r3s(zi; ) = E r3s(zi; )+ op(1) = Op(1) (45)
uniformly over  2 0 applying the Uniform Convergence theorem of Lemma A.1 or Lemma A.2 with m(z; ) =
r3s(z; ). We have shown that 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )()
 bQ()s(zi; )()i Q ()E s(zi; )s(zi; )0Q ()0
 = op(1) (46)
uniformly over  2 0 in (32) and from this result with (45), we bound the rst RHS term of the last equality in (44)
as  12vec  1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0
= 1
2
 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )()
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0

 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i r bH2()0 = Op(1):
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Now consider
r

1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i = 1
n
Pn
i=1r
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i (47)
=
1
n
Pn
i=1

r
 bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; ) (48)
+
1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()s(zi; )
r bQ()s(zi; ) (49)
from Remark 4. Noting r
 bQ()s(zi; ) = bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0 from Remark 2, we rewrite
(48) as
1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; ) (50)
=
1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; ) (51)
+
1
n
Pn
i=1

vec

s(zi; )
0r
 bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; ) : (52)
Now note that
A
 B = kA
Bk = kAk kBk for matrices A and B including column or row vectors. This implies
for (51)  1nPni=1  bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )  1nPni=1  bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )
= 1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()rs(zi; )  bQ()s(zi; )  1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k bQ()2 = Op(1) (53)
uniformly over  2 0 by Lemma A.5 for (1; 2) = (1; 0) under E

sup20 krs(zi; )k2

< 1;  = 1; 0 and by
(26). This gives 1nPni=1 vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0 bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
s(zi; )0r bQ()0 bQ()s(zi; ) 1nPni=1 ks(zi; )k2  bQ() r bQ()0= Op(1)
(54)
by the uniform convergence of 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k2 to E
ks(z; )k2 <1, (26), and Lemma A.8 noting kvec()k = kk
and hence we show that (48) is Op(1) uniformly over  2 0 from (53) and (54). Similarly we can show that (49) is
Op(1) around the neighborhood of 0 and hence we have
r

1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i = Op(1): (55)
Together with (29), this shows the second RHS term of the last equality in (44) is Op(1). Now consider for the third
RHS term of the last equality in (44),
r

1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i
= 1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )r
 bQ()s(zi; )+ 1nPni=1 vec  bQ()s(zi; )0r  (rs(zi; ))0
= 1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )
 bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 vec


s(zi; )
0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0 :
(56)
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This impliesr 1nPni=1 hrs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i  1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k2  bQ()
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k
vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0+ 1nPni=1 vec s(zi; )0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
= 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k2
 bQ()+ 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )ks(zi; )0r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1
s(zi; )0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k2
 bQ()+ 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )kr bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k
r2s(zi; )  bQ() :
(57)
We have the rst RHS term in the last inequality of (57) equals to Op(1) uniformly over  2 0 by (26) and the uniform
convergence of 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs (zi; )k2 to E
krs (z; )k2 <1 by applying Lemma A.1 under sup20 E krs (z; )k2 <
1 or by applying Lemma A.2 (Lipschitz condition holds similarly with (31) under E sup2 krs (z; )kB1(z) <1)
with m(z; ) = krs (z; )k2. Clearly the second RHS term of the last inequality is Op(1) uniformly over  2 0 from
Lemma A.5 and Lemma A.8. Finally, we obtain the last RHS term of the last inequality in (57) equals to Op(1)
uniformly over  2 0 from (26) and Lemma A.5 with (1; 2) = (0; 2) and thus we bound the third RHS term of
the last equality in (44) to be Op(1) uniformly over  2 0. This completes the proof.
For later uses, here we summarize the di¤erentiation results of rbc() and rc(), respectively, as
rbc() =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
1
2
vec
  1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0
+ 1
2
bH2()
0@ 1nPni=1  bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1

vec

s(zi; )
0r
 bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; )
1A
+ 1
2
bH2()
0@ 1nPni=1  bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()rs(zi; )
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()s(zi; )
 vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
1A
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )
 bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 vec


s(zi; )
0 bQ()0r  (rs (zi; ))0
9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
(58)
rc() = (59)
1
2
vec
  
(E [Q()s(zi; )
Q()s(zi; )])0 (r (H2()0))

+ 1
2
H2()

E
h
Q()rs(zi; )
 Q()s(zi; )
i
+ E
h
vec (s(zi; )0r (Q()0))
 Q()s(zi; )
i
+ 1
2
H2() (E [Q()s(zi; )
Q()rs(zi; )] + E [(Q()s(zi; ))
 vec (s(zi; )0r (Q()0))])
+E [rs (zi; ) (Q()rs(zi; ) + vec (s(zi; )0r (Q()0)))] + E

vec
 
s(zi; )
0Q()0r  (rs (zi; ))0 :
Proof. Condition 3
In what follows, we will apply Triangle Inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality whenever they are necessary
without noting them. Again we bound each term uniformly over  2 0 and suppress the sup-norm otherwise it is
noted. From (44), consider
r2bc() =
8>><>>:
r

1
2
vec
  1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0
+r

1
2
bH2()r 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
+r2

1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i :
9>>=>>; (60)
Considering jjr( bH2()0)jj = jjr bH2()jj and jjr2( bH2()0)jj = jjr2 bH2()jj, for the rst RHS term of (60), we haver 12vec  1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i0 r bH2()0
 1
2
r2 bH2() 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
+ 1
2
r bH2()r 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
= Op(1)Op(1) +Op(1)Op(1) = Op(1)
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uniformly over  2 0 from (40), (46), (55), and since r2 bH2() = 1nPni=1r4s(zi; ) = E r4s(zi; )+op(1) = Op(1)
by the Uniform Convergence theorem of Lemma A.1 or Lemma A.2 with m(z; ) = r4s(z; ). Now we bound the
second RHS term asr 12 bH2()r 1n nP
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
 1
2
r bH2()r 1n nP
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i+ 12  bH2() r2 1n nP
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
(61)
Note, for the rst RHS term in (61) 12r bH2()r 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i
 C
r bH2() r 1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i = Op(1)
by (40) and (55). From (47) and (50), for the second RHS term in (61), we haver2  1nPni=1 h bQ()s(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )i

r 1nPni=1  bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )
+
r 1nPni=1 vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; )
+
r 1nPni=1  bQ()s(zi; )
r bQ()s(zi; ) :
(62)
First we bound the rst RHS term of (62) uniformly over  2 0 asr 1nPni=1  bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
r bQ()rs(zi; )
 bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
r bQ()rs(zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )+ 1nPni=1  bQ()rs(zi; )r bQ()s(zi; )
= 1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()r2s(zi; ) + (rs(zi; ))0r bQ()0 bQ()s(zi; )
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ()rs(zi; )  bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k
 bQ() r bQ()+ 1nPni=1 r2s(zi; ) ks(zi; )k bQ()2
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k2
 bQ()2 + 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k bQ()r bQ()
= Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) = Op(1);
where the second inequality is from Remark 4, the rst equality is from Remark 1 and Remark 2, the third inequality
is from Remark 3. The second last equality comes from Lemma A.5, Lemma A.8 and (26). For the second RHS term
of (62), from Remark 2-4, it follows thatr 1nPni=1 vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
rvec s(zi; )0r bQ()0 bQ()s(zi; )
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1
vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0r bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k
r bQ()0 bQ()+ 1nPni=1 ks(zi; )k2 r2  bQ()0 bQ()
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k krs(zi; )k
r bQ()0 bQ()+ 1nPni=1 ks(zi; )k2 r bQ()02
= Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) = Op(1)
uniformly over  2 0. The last equality comes from Lemma A.5, Lemma A.8, and (26). Similarly we can also bound
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the last RHS term of (62) uniformly over  2 0 asr 1nPni=1  bQ()s(zi; )
r bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1
r bQ()s(zi; )
 r bQ()s(zi; )+ 1nPni=1  bQ()s(zi; )
r2  bQ()s(zi; )
 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k2
r bQ()02 + 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k2  bQ()2
+ 2 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )k
 bQ() r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k2
 bQ() r bQ()02 + 1nPni=1 ks(zi; )k krs(zi; )k bQ()r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k krs(zi; )k2
 bQ()2
= Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) = Op(1)
using Remark 2 and Remark 4. The second last equality is obtained from Lemma A.5, Lemma A.8, (26), and by the
uniform convergence of 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs (zi; )k2 to E
krs (z; )k2. The results above together bound the second RHS
term of (60) to be Op(1). Finally we rewrite the third RHS term of (60) as
r2

1
n
Pn
i=1
h
rs (zi; ) bQ()s(zi; )i
= r
0@ 1nPni=1rs(zi; ) bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 vec


s(zi; )
0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
1A
= r

1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )
 bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0 (63)
+r

1
n
Pn
i=1 vec


s(zi; )
0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0 (64)
from (56). For (63), note
r

1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )
 bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
= 1
n
Pn
i=1

rs(zi; )r
 bQ()rs(zi; )+ (rs(zi; ))0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1

rs(zi; ) () vec

r

s(zi; )
0r
 bQ()0+ vec s(zi; )0r bQ()00r  (rs(zi; ))0
= 1
n
Pn
i=1

rs(zi; )
 bQ()r2s(zi; ) + (rs(zi; ))0r( bQ()0)+ (rs(zi; ))0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; )vec

r

s(zi; )
0r
 bQ()0+ 1
n
Pn
i=1

vec

s(zi; )
0r
 bQ()00r  (rs(zi; ))0
by Remark 1 and Remark 3 and hencer 1nPni=1rs(zi; ) bQ()rs(zi; ) + vec s(zi; )0r bQ()0
 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k
r2s(zi; )  bQ()+ 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k2 r( bQ()0)
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k2
r( bQ()0)+ 1nPni=1 krs(zi; )k ks(zi; )kr2( bQ()0)
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k
r2s(zi; )r( bQ()0) = Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1) = Op(1)
from (26), (18), and Lemma A.8 and since i) 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs (zi; )k
r2s (zi; ) = Op(1) for  2 f0; 1g by Lemma
A.5 and since ii) 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs (zi; )k2 = Op(1) by the uniform convergence. Now consider for (64)r 1nPni=1 vec s(zi; )0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0 =  1nPni=1 vec rs(zi; )0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
 1
n
Pn
i=1
rs(zi; )0 bQ()0r  (rs(zi; ))0
 1
n
Pn
i=1 krs(zi; )k
r2s(zi; ) bQ()+ 1nPni=1 ks(zi; )kr3s(zi; )  bQ()
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1 ks(zi; )k
r2s(zi; ) r bQ() = Op(1) +Op(1) +Op(1)
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by (26), Lemma A.8, and Lemma A.5 and hence we have the third RHS term of (60) equals to Op(1) uniformly over
 2 0. This completes the proof.
A.2 Additional Preliminary Lemmas for the Third Order Expansion
First, note that Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4 trivially hold under Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 3.3, respectively con-
sidering that Assumption 3.1 and Assumption 3.3 are stronger than Assumption A.1 and Assumption A.4, respectively.
We establish conditions (i)-(ix) in Lemma 2.3 are satised under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or Assumption 3.3 and 3.2. Again
Condition (i) and (iia) are directly assumed. Condition (iib) is by the dominated convergence theorem with the domi-
nating function given by sup20
r4s(z; ) under Condition (i), (iia), and E[sup20 r4s(z; )] <1. Condition
(iii) holds by the stochastic equicontinuity of 1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r3s (zi; )  E[r3s (zi; )] for  2 0 as discussed in Lemma
A.2 with m(z; ) = r3s (z; ) under Assumption 3.3. Instead, under Assumption 3.1, Condition (iii) is replaced by
another local uniform convergence condition as
 1
n
Pn
i=1r4s
 
zi; 
  E r4s (zi; 0) = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1)
similarly with our replacing Condition (iv) of Lemma 2.1 with
 1
n
Pn
i=1r3s
 
zi; 
  E r3s (zi; 0) = op(1) for
 = 0 + op(1). Condition (iv) is implied by Assumption 3.2. Condition (v) through (viii) holds by CLT provided
that E
krs(z; 0)k2 < 1;  = f0; 1; 2; 3g respectively, which are satised under Assumption 3.1(iii) or 3.3(iii).
Condition (ix) is the result of Lemma 2.1. We also need to verify following lemmas.
Lemma A.10 Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2, Condition 4 (i): rbc(0) = rc(0) +Op (1=pn) is satised.
Proof. This can be proved similarly with Lemma A.7 (b). From (58) and (59), it follows that
krbc(0) rc(0)k

 12vec
  1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ()s(zi; 0)
 bQ(0)s(zi; 0)i0 r bH2(0)0
  1
2
vec
  
(E [Q(0)s(zi; 0)
Q(0)s(zi; 0)])0 (r (H2(0)0))

 (65)
+
1
2
bH2(0)
0@ 1nPni=1  bQ(0)rs(zi; 0)
 bQ(0)s(zi; 0)
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1

vec

s(zi; 0)
0r
 bQ(0)0
 bQ(0)s(zi; 0)
1A
  1
2
H2(0)
0@ E hQ(0)rs(zi; 0)
 Q(0)s(zi; 0)i
+E
h
vec (s(zi; 0)0r (Q(0)0))
 Q(0)s(zi; 0)
i 1A (66)
+

1
2
bH2(0)
0@ 1nPni=1  bQ(0)s(zi; 0)
 bQ(0)rs(zi; 0)
+ 1
n
Pn
i=1
 bQ(0)s(zi; 0)
 vec s(zi; 0)0r bQ(0)0
1A
  1
2
H2(0)

E [Q(0)s(zi; 0)
Q(0)rs(zi; 0)]
+E [(Q(0)s(zi; 0))
 vec (s(zi; 0)0r (Q(0)0))]


(67)
+
 1n
Pn
i=1rs(zi; 0)
 bQ(0)rs(zi; 0) + vec s(zi; 0)0r bQ(0)0
 E [rs (zi; 0) (Q(0)rs(zi; 0) + vec (s(zi; 0)0r (Q(0)0)))]
 (68)
+
 1n
Pn
i=1 vec


s(zi; 0)
0 bQ(0)0r  (rs (zi; 0))0
 E vec  s(zi; 0)0Q(0)0r  (rs (zi; 0))0
 : (69)
We show (65), (66), (67), (68), and (69) are Op (1=
p
n), respectively. First, observe that applying the CLT, we have
1
n
Pn
i=1 [s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)
0] = E [s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)0] + Op (1=
p
n) under E
ks(zi; 0)k4 < 1 and have r bH2(0)0 =
r (H2(0)0) +Op (1=pn) under E
hr3s(zi; 0)2i <1. Recalling (41), this implies
1
2
vec
  1
n
Pn
i=1
h bQ(0)s(zi; 0)
 bQ(0)s(zi; 0)i0 r bH2(0)0
= 1
2
vec
 
vec
 bQ(0) 1nPni=1 [s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)0] bQ(0)00 r bH2(0)0
= 1
2
vec
  
vec (Q(0)E [s(zi; 0)s(zi; 0)
0]Q(0)0)
0
(r (H2(0)0))

+Op (1=
p
n)
= 1
2
vec
  
(E [Q(0)s(zi; 0)
Q(0)s(zi; 0)])0 (r (H2(0)0))

+Op (1=
p
n)
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and hence (65) is Op (1=
p
n). Now for notational simplicity, dene kAk1 = kAk and kAk0 = A. Then, for d1; d2; d3 2f0; 1g, we have
1
n
Pn
i=1
Q(0)d1rs(zi; 0)
 Q(0)d2s(zi; 0)
d3
= E
Q(0)d1rs(zi; 0)
 Q(0)d2s(zi; 0)
d3

+Op (1=
p
n)
applying the CLT from
E
Q(0)d1rs(zi; 0)
 Q(0)d2s(zi; 0)2  kQ(0)k2(d1+d2) E krs(zi; 0)k2 krs(zi; 0)k2 <1
under kQ(0)k <1, E
krs(zi; 0)k4 <1, and E ks(zi; 0)k4 <1. Similarly, for l1; l2; l3 2 f0; 1g, we have
1
n
Pn
i=1
vec s(zi; 0)0 (r (Q(0)0))l1
 Q(0)l2s(zi; 0)
l3
= E
vec s(zi; 0)0 (r (Q(0)0))l1
 Q(0)l2s(zi; 0)
l3

+Op (1=
p
n)
by the CLT under
E
s(zi; 0)0  r  Q(0)0l1 
 Q(0)l2s(zi; 0)2  kQ(0)k2l1 r  Q(0)02l2 E krs(zi; 0)k4 <1
recalling that kr (Q(0)0)k = kQ(0)k2 kH2(0)k < 1. Applying these two results together with (41), (42), and
Lemma A.8 (b), we have (66) equals to Op (1=
p
n) by the Triangle inequality. Similarly we have (67)=Op (1=
p
n).
For t1; t2 2 f0; 1g, now consider we have
1
n
Pn
i=1
rs(zi; 0)Q(0)t1rs(zi; 0)t2 = E hrs(zi; 0)Q(0)t1rs(zi; 0)t2i+Op  1=pn
by the CLT under kQ(0)k2t1 E
krs(zi; 0)k2 <1 and have
1
n
Pn
i=1
rs(zi; 0)vec s(zi; 0)0 (r (Q(0)0))t1
t2
= E
rs(zi; 0)vec s(zi; 0)0 (r (Q(0)0))t1
t2

+Op (1=
p
n)
by applying the CLT provided that kr (Q(0)0)k2t1 E
krs(zi; 0)k2 ks(zi; 0)k2 <1 that holds under kr (Q(0)0)k <
1, E krs(zi; 0)k4 <1, and E ks(zi; 0)k4 <1. Applying these two results together with (41) and Lemma A.8
(b), we have (68)=Op (1=
p
n). Finally, for j1; j2 2 f0; 1g, note
1
n
Pn
i=1
vec  s(zi; 0)0Q(0)j10r  (rs (zi; 0))0j2
= E
hvec  s(zi; 0)0Q(0)j10r  (rs (zi; 0))0j2i+Op (1=pn)
by the CLT since kQ(0)k2j1 E
hr2s(zi; 0)2 ks(zi; 0)k2i < 1 holds by kQ(0)k < 1, E hr2s(zi; 0)4i < 1,
and E
ks(zi; 0)k4 <1. It implies (69)=Op (1=pn) together with (41). This completes the proof.
Lemma A.11 Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2 with   5, Condition 4 (ii):r3bc() = Op(1) around the neigh-
borhood of 0 is satised.
Proof. This can be proved similarly with Lemma A.9 for Condition 3, which is straightforward but still demands
many algebras. Here we provide a simple proof for Condition 1-4 when dim() = 1 as an illustrational purpose. With
dim() = 1, we can rewrite the correction term (6) as
c() = 1
2
H2()Q()
2E

s(zi; )
2

+Q()E [rs (zi; ) s(zi; )]
= 1
2(E[rs(zi;)])2E
r2s(zi; )E s(zi; )2  1E[rs(zi;)]E [rs (zi; ) s(zi; )] :
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Now dene c()  (E [m(zi; )])
where (t1; t2; t3; t4)  12t21 t2t3 
1
t1
t4, t1 = E [rs(zi; )], t2 = E
r2s(zi; ), t3 = E s(zi; )2, t4 = E [rs (zi; ) s(zi; )],
and m(zi; )  (rs(zi; );r2s(zi; ); s(zi; )2;rs (zi; ) s(zi; ))0. The sample analogue of c(), bc() can be writ-
ten as bc()     1
n
Pn
i=1m(zi; )

accordingly. Further dene m()  E [m(zi; )] ( bm()  1nPni=1m(zi; )),
m()  @(m())@m0 (bm()  @( bm())@m0 ), mm()  @2(m())@m0
@m0 (bmm()  @2( bm())@m0
@m0 ), and mmm()  @3(m())@m0
@m0
@m0
(bmmm()  @3( bm())@m0
@m0
@m0 ) noting () is a smooth function. Also dene bm(), bm(), and bm() are the rst,
the second, and the third derivative bm() with respect to .
For  2 0, now considerbc() = (bm()); rbc() = bm()bm()
r2bc() = bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bm()bm()
r3bc() = bmmm() (bm()
 bm()
 bm())
+bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bm()bm().
From the Slutsky theorem, it follows thatbm() = m() + op(1);bmm() = mm() + op(1); andbmmm() = mmm() + op(1);
since bm() = m() + op(1) by Lemma A.5 under E sup20 krs(zi; )k2 < 1, E sup20 r2s(zi; ) < 1,
and E

sup20 ks(zi; )k2

< 1, if we assume Assumption 3.1. Also it is clear that bm() = m() + op(1),bm() = m() + op(1), and bm() = m() + op(1) by Lemma A.5 under E[sup20 rs(zi; )2] < 1 for
 = f0; 1; 2; 3; 4g and E[sup20
r5s(zi; )]
<1, if we assume Assumption 3.1. These imply thatbc() = (bm()) = (m()) + op(1) = c() + op(1)
rbc() = bm()bm() = m()m() + op(1) = rc() + op(1)
r2bc() = bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bm()bm()
= mm() (m()
m()) + m()m() + op(1) = r2c() + op(1)
r3bc() = bmmm() (bm()
 bm()
 bm())
+bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bmm() (bm()
 bm()) + bm()bm()
= mmm() (m()
m()
m())
+mm() (m()
m()) + mm() (m()
m()) + m()m() = r3c() + op(1)
uniformly over  2 0, which imply Condition 1 (i), 2, 3, 4 (ii), respectively. Moreover, it is also clear that bm(0) =
m(0)+Op (1=
p
n) by the CLT under E[ks(zi; 0)k4] <1, E[krs(zi; 0)k4] <1, and E[
r2s(zi; 0)2] <1 and thatbm(0) = m(0)+Op (1=pn) by the CLT under E[rs(zi; 0)4] <1 for  = f0; 1; 2g and E[r3s(zi; 0)2] <1.
Also note that bm(0) = m(0) +Op (1=pn) by the Slutsky theorem and bm(0) = m(0) +Op (1=pn). These imply
that bc(0) = c(0) +Op (1=pn) and rbc(0) = rc(0) +Op (1=pn), which are Condition 1 (ii) and 4 (i), respectively.
Lemma A.12 Under Assumption 3.1-3.2 or 3.3-3.2, Condition 5, 6, 7 are satised.
Proof. Condition 5: NotebB(0) B(0) = bQ(0)bc(0)  bQ(0)c(0) + bQ(0)c(0) Q(0)c(0)
= bQ(0) (bc(0)  c(0)) +  bQ(0) Q(0) c(0) = Op (1)Op (1=pn) +Op (1=pn) ;
since bc(0)  c(0) = Op (1=pn) by Condition 1 (ii) and bQ(0) Q(0) = Op (1=pn) by Lemma A.8.
Condition 6: From Remark 2, Condition 1 (ii), Condition 4 (i), bQ(0) = Q(0)+Op (1=pn), and r bQ(0)0 =
r (Q(0)0) +Op (1=pn) by Lemma A.8, we have
r bB(0) = r bQ(0)bc(0) = bQ(0)rbc(0) + vec bc(0)0r bQ(0)0
= Q(0)rc(0) + vec (c(0)0r (Q(0)0)) +Op (1=pn) = rB(0) +Op (1=pn) :
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Condition 7: From Remark 1-5, we haver2 bB(e) = r2  bQ(e)bc(e) = r bQ(0)rbc(0)+rvec bc(0)0r bQ(0)0

 bQ(e) r2bc(e)+ 2r bQ(e)rbc(e)+ r2 bQ(e)bc(e) = Op(1);
from Remark 2, Lemma A.8,
 bQ(e) = Op(1), and Condition 2 and 3.
B Proofs of Main Lemmas and Propositions
B.1 Lemma 2.1
Proof. Lemma 2.1 (i)
Consider a rst order Taylor expansion of 0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +

1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;eb   0, where e lies
between 0 and b and hence
p
n
b   0 =   1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e 1 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) ; (70)
assuming 1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e is nonsingular4 . Note that  1nPni=1rszi;e  E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) by Condition
(iii) for  = 1 and e = 0 + op(1). Therefore, by the Slutsky theorem, we have
p
n
b   0 = ( E [rs (zi; 0)]) 1 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) + op(1) = QJ + op(1); (71)
since we assume J = Op(1) and E [rs (zi; 0)] is nonsingular. (71) implies b   0 = Op  1pn. Dene bH1() 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; ) and H1(0)(=  Q 1)  E[rs (zi; 0)]. In what follows, we treat bH1() as nonsingular for 
around the neighborhood of 0. This is innocuous, since with probability approaching to one, bH1(e) is nonsingu-
lar for e = 0 + op (1) as long as H1(0) is nonsingular. Now note that we can rewrite (71) as pnb   0 =
 H1(0) 1 1pn
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) 
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) from (70). Consider bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1   bH1(e) 1   bH1(0) 1+  bH1(0) 1  H1(0) 1
=
 bH1(0) 1  bH1(e)  bH1(0) bH1(e) 1+ H1(0) 1  bH1(0) H1(0) bH1(0) 1

 bH1(0) 1  bH1(e)  bH1(0) bH1(e) 1+ H1(0) 1 bH1(0) H1(0)  bH1(0) 1 ;
(72)
by Triangle Inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality. Now applying the mean value theorem, we have bH1m;n(e)  bH1m;n(0) =  1nPni=1r @sm(zi;)@n (e   0)


 1nPni=1r @sm(zi;)@n
 (e   0) = E hr @sm(zi;0)@n i+ op(1) (e   0)  C (e   0)
where  lies between e and 0, bH1m;n() denotes the m-th row and the n-th column element of bH1(), sm (zi; )
is the m-th element of s (zi; ), and n is the n-th element of . The second equality comes from Condition
4 Instead of the usual inverse operator, we can use the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse allowing singularity. Since the
probability of the event that 1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e is nonsingular approaches to one as the sample size goes to innity by Condition
(iii) and (v), we can simply assume nonsingularity. Some technical proof allowing the singularity can be provided as Newey
and McFadden (1994) (see p.2152).
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(iii):
 1
n
Pn
i=1r2s
 
zi; 
  E r2s (zi; 0) = op(1) for  = 0+op(1). The last inequality is by E r2s(z; 0) <1
from Condition (ii). This implies bH1m;n(e)  bH1m;n(0) = Op  1=pn , (73)
since e   0 = Op(1=pn). Also from Condition (vii), we have
p
n
 bH1(0) H1(0) = V = Op(1): (74)
By Condition (v) and e = 0 + op(1), we have  bH1(0) 1 = Op(1),  bH1(e) 1 = Op(1), and H1(0) 1 < 1.
Applying these results together with (73) and (74) to (72), it follows bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 = Op  1=pn (75)
and hence
p
n
b   0 =  H1(0) 1 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) (76)
 
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) = QJ +Op
 
1=
p
n

;
noting J = 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) = Op(1). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1 (i).
Proof. Lemma 2.1 (ii)
Consider a second order Taylor expansion of (2) around the true value of  = 0 as
0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)
 b   0
+ 1
2

1
n
Pn
i=1r2s

zi;eb   0
 b   0 ;
where e lies between 0 and b. Now using the stochastic equicontinuity Condition (iv);
1p
n
Pn
i=1

r2s

zi;e H2(e)  1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s (zi; 0) H2(0) = op (1) for e = 0 + op(1)
we have 
1
n
Pn
i=1r2s

zi;e  1nPni=1r2s (zi; 0)b   0
 b   0
=

H2(e) H2 (0) + op  1pnb   0
 b   0
=

r  E r2s (zi; )
=
ee (e   0) + op  1pnb   0
 b   0
=

E
r3s (zi; 0) (e   0) + op(1)Op  1pn+ op  1pnb   0
 b   0 = Op(n 3=2);
where the third equality is from standard results on di¤erentiating inside the integral and the Slutsky theorem. We
obtain the second equality by applying the mean value theorem where ee lies between e and 0. The second last
equality is from the continuity of E
r3s (zi; ) at 0 and since ee = 0 + op (1). We, thus, obtain
0 =
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +

1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)
b   0 (77)
+
1
2

1
n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0)
b   0
 b   0+Op(n 3=2):
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Write 1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0) =  Q 1 + 1pnV and 1n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0) = H2 + 1pnW for Q    (E[rs (zi; 0)]) 1,
H2  E
r2s (zi; 0), and
V  1p
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)]) = Op(1)
W  1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r2s (zi; 0)  E r2s (zi; 0) = Op(1)
from Condition (vii) and (viii). We then obtain
0 = 1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
b   0
+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W
b   0
 b   0+Op(n 3=2): (78)
Now note that we can expand
 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1
=

I  Q 1p
n
V
 1
( Q) (79)
=  Q+
8><>:
Op(
1p
n
)
  1p
n
QV Q+Op(n
 1)
  1p
n
QV Q  1
n
QV QV Q+Op(n
 3=2)
depending on the orders we need. Using this result, from (78) we have
b   0 =   Q 1 + 1pnV  1 1pnJ
  1
2

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1 
H2 +
1p
n
W
b   0
 b   0+Op(n 3=2)
=  

 Q  1p
n
QV Q+Op(n
 1)

1p
n
J
  1
2

 Q+Op( 1pn )

H2 +
1p
n
W
b   0
 b   0+Op(n 3=2)
=

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ

+ 1
2
QH2
b   0
 b   0+Op(n 3=2).
(80)
Now plugging
p
n
b   0 = QJ +Op (1=pn) in (80), we obtain
b   0 =  1pnQJ + 1nQV QJ+ 1n 12QH2 pnb   0
pnb   0+Op(n 3=2)
=

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ

+ 1
n
1
2
QH2 ((QJ +Op (1=
p
n))
 (QJ +Op (1=pn))) +Op(n 3=2)
=

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ

+ 1
n
1
2
QH2 (QJ 
QJ) +Op(n 3=2):
(81)
By rearranging (81), we have
p
n
b   0 = QJ + 1pnQ  V QJ + 12H2 (QJ 
QJ)+Op(n 1).
B.2 Lemma 2.2
Proof. Consider
E [V QJ ] = E
h
1p
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)])

Q

1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0)
i
= E

1
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)])Qs (zi; 0)

+ 1
n
Pn
i6=j E [(rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)])Qs (zj ; 0)]
Now noting for i 6= j, rs (zi; 0) and s (zj ; 0) are independent by iid assumption, we have
1
n
Pn
i6=j E [(rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)])Qs (zj ; 0)]
=
1
n
Pn
i6=j E [rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)]]QE [s (zj ; 0)] = 0
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and hence E [V QJ ] = E [vidi]. Similarly
E [QJ 
QJ ] = E
h
Q

1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0)


Q

1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0)
i
= E

1
n
Pn
i=1Qs (zi; 0)
Qs (zi; 0)

+ 1
n
Pn
i6=j E [Qs (zi; 0)
Qs (zj ; 0)]
= E [Qs (zi; 0)
Qs (zi; 0)] = E [(di 
 di)] ;
(82)
since E [Qs (zi; 0)
Qs (zj ; 0)] = QE [s (zi; 0)]
QE [s (zj ; 0)] = 0 for i 6= j by (1). This completes the proof.
B.3 Proposition 3.1
Proof. By the rst order Taylor series approximation of (9), we have
0 =
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +

1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e (   0)  1
n
bc(0)  1
n
rbce (   0)
for e between  and 0 and hence
p
n


   0

=  

1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e  1nrbc(e) 1  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0)  1pnbc(0)
=    E [rs (zi; 0)] + op(1) +Op   1n 1  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op  1pn = QJ + op(1);
(83)
by Condition 1(i), 2 and e = 0+op(1) provided that  1nPni=1rs  zi;   E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) for  = 0+op(1).
This conrms that the estimator has the same rst order asymptotic distribution as
p
n(b   0) in (71). RecallingbH1()  1nPni=1rs (zi; ) and H1(0)(=  Q 1)  E[rs (zi; 0)], we can rewrite (83) as
p
n


   0

=    H1(0)  1nrbc(0) 1  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0)  1pnbc(0)
 
 bH1(e)  1nrbc(e) 1    H1(0)  1nrbc(0) 1 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0)  1pnbc(0)
=   (H1(0) +Op (1=n)) 1

1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=
p
n)

 
 bH1(e) +Op (1=n) 1    H1(0) +Op   1n 1 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=pn)
=    H1(0) 1 +Op (1=n)  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=pn)
 
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 +Op (1=n) 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=pn)
=  H1(0) 1 1pn
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) 
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=n)
=  H1(0) 1 1pn
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=n) ;
where the second inequality is by Condition 2 and the last equality is obtained by
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 = Op (1=pn)
from (75) and 1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) = Op(1) and hence we have
p
n


   0

= QJ +Op
 
1=
p
n

: (84)
This implies that 

and b have the same rst order asymptotics. In order to analyze the higher order asymptotic
distribution, we make a second order Taylor series expansion:
0 =
8><>:
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)

(
   0)
+ 1
2

1
n
Pn
i=1r2s

zi;e   0
    0
  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)  12nr2bce   0
    0
9>=>; : (85)
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As we rewrite (77) into the form of (78) in Lemma 2.1s proof, we rewrite (85) as
0 =
8>><>>:
1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0





   0

  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)
  1
2n
r2bce   0
    0+Op(n 3=2)
9>>=>>;
=
8<:
1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0





   0

  1
n
bc(0) +Op(n 3=2)
9=; (86)
since (a) 1
n
rbc (0) (   0) = Op(n 3=2) by Condition 2 and  = 0 + Op( 1pn ) from (83) noting J = Op(1) and
since (b)  12nr2bce   0
    0
 1
2n
r2bce   02 = O(n 1)Op(1)Op(n 1) = Op(n 2)
by Condition 3 and 

= 0 +Op

1p
n

.
From (86), by observing that 

and b have the same rst order asymptotics, we obtain
p
n


   0

= QJ +
1p
n
Q

V QJ +
1
2
H2 (QJ 
QJ)  bc(0)+Op  1
n

= QJ +
1p
n
Q

V QJ +
1
2
H2 (QJ 
QJ)  c(0)

+Op

1
n

;
as in Lemma 2.1. The second equality comes from Condition 1 (ii) (bc(0) = c(0) +Op (1=pn)) and thus the second-
order bias Bias(

)  1
n
E

Q
 
V QJ + 1
2
H2 (QJ 
QJ)  c(0)

= 0 since (noting Q  Q(0) and H2  H2(0))
E

V QJ + 1
2
H2 (QJ 
QJ)

= E [rs (zi; 0)Q(0)s(zi; 0)] + 12H2E [Q(0)s(zi; 0)
Q (0) s(zi; 0)] = c (0)
by denition of c() in (6) and Lemma 2.2.
B.4 Lemma 2.3
Proof. Consider a higher order Taylor expansion of (2) around the true value of  = 0 up to the third order as
0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)
 b   0+ 12   1nPni=1r2s (zi; 0) b   0
 b   0
+ 1
6

1
n
Pn
i=1r3s

zi;eb   0
 b   0
 b   0 ;
where e lies between 0 and b. Now by the stochastic equicontinuity Condition (iii) and e = 0 + op(1), we have
1p
n
Pn
i=1

r3s

zi;e H3 e  1p
n
Pn
i=1
 r3s (zi; 0) H3(0) = op (1)
and hence
1
n
Pn
i=1r3s

zi;e  1nPni=1r3s (zi; 0)b   0
 b   0
 b   0
=

H3
e H3 (0) + op  1pnb   0
 b   0
 b   0
=

r  E r3s (zi; )
=
ee (e   0) + op  1pnb   0
 b   0
 b   0
=

E
r4s (zi; 0) (e   0) + op  1pnb   0
 b   0
 b   0 = Op(n 2);
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applying the mean value theorem where ee lies between e and 0 and from standard results on di¤erentiating inside
the integral. The second last equality is from the continuity of E
r4s (zi; 0) at 0 and since ee = 0 + op (1). We,
thus, obtain
0 =
8>><>>:
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)
 b   0
+ 1
2
 
1
n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0)
 b   0
 b   0
+ 1
6
 
1
n
Pn
i=1r3s (zi; 0)
 b   0
 b   0
 b   0+Op(n 2)
9>>=>>; : (87)
Now note
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0) =  Q 1 + 1pnV , 1n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0) = H2 + 1pnW
1
n
Pn
i=1r3s (zi; 0) = H3 + 1pnW3 with W3  1pn
Pn
i=1
 r3s (zi; 0)  E r3s (zi; 0) = Op(1).
We then rewrite (87) as
0 =
8<:
1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
b   0+ 12 H2 + 1pnWb   0
 b   0
+ 1
6

H3 +
1p
n
W3
b   0
 b   0
 b   0+Op(n 2)
9=; : (88)
Plugging (79) into (88) (depending the orders we need) and inspecting the orders, we haveb   0 (89)
=
8>><>>:
 

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1
1p
n
J
  1
2

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1 
H2 +
1p
n
W
b   0
 b   0
  1
6

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1 
H3 +
1p
n
W3
b   0
 b   0
 b   0+Op(n 2)
9>>=>>;
=
8>><>>:
 

 Q  1p
n
QV Q  1
n
QV QV Q+Op(n
 3=2)

1p
n
J
  1
2

 Q  1p
n
QV Q+Op(n
 1)

H2 +
1p
n
W
b   0
 b   0
  1
6

 Q+Op

1p
n

H3 +
1p
n
W3
b   0
 b   0
 b   0+Op(n 2)
9>>=>>;
=
8>><>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ 1p
n
QV QH2
b   0
 b   0
+ 1
6
QH3
b   0
 b   0
 b   0+Op(n 2)
9>>=>>; : (90)
Now plugging
p
n(b  0) = a 1=2 +Op (1=pn) or pn(b  0) = a 1=2 + 1pna 1 +Op (1=n) in (90) depending on the
orders required, we obtainb   0
=
8>><>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2
1
n

Q

H2 +
Wp
n

+ QVQH2p
n

a 1=2 +
a 1p
n
+Op
 
1
n

 a 1=2 + a 1pn +Op   1n
+ 1
6
1
n3=2
QH3

a 1=2 +Op

1p
n




a 1=2 +Op

1p
n




a 1=2 +Op

1p
n

+Op(n
 2)
9>>=>>;
=
8><>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2
1
n

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ 1p
n
QV QH2

a 1=2 + 1pna 1




a 1=2 + 1pna 1

+ 1
6
1
n3=2
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+Op(n
 2)
9>=>; (91)
=
8><>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2
1
n
QH2
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
2
1
n3=2
 
QH2
  
a 1=2 
 a 1

+
 
a 1 
 a 1=2

+ (QW +QV QH2)
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
6
1
n3=2
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+Op(n
 2)
9>=>; :
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Finally, rearranging (91) according to the orders, we have
b   0
=
8<:
1p
n
QJ + 1
n
Q
 
V QJ + 1
2
H2
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
n3=2
 
QV Q
 
V QJ + 1
2
H2
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
2
QW
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
n3=2
 
1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
 a 1

+
 
a 1 
 a 1=2

+ 1
6
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+Op(n
 2)
9=;
=
8<:
1p
n
a 1=2 + 1na 1
+ 1
n3=2
 
QV a 1 + 12QW
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
 a 1

+
 
a 1 
 a 1=2

+ 1
n3=2
 
1
6
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+Op(n
 2)
9=; :
B.5 Proposition 3.2
Proof. Now consider a third order Taylor series expansion of 0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s

zi; 
  1
n
bc():
0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)

(
   0)
+ 1
2
 
1
n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0)
 

   0





   0

+ 1
6

1
n
Pn
i=1r3s

zi;e   0
    0
    0
  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)  12 1nr2bc (0)   0
    0
  1
6
1
n
r3bce   0
    0
    0
From this, similarly with (87) to (88), we obtain
0 = 1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0





   0

  1
6

H3 +
1p
n
W3


   0





   0





   0

  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2);
since 1
2
1
n
r2bc (0)   0
    0 = Op(n 2) by Condition 3 and  = 0 +Op( 1pn ) and since 12 1nr3bce   0
    0
    0
 1
2
1
n
r3bce   03 = O(n 1)Op(1)Op(n 3=2) = Op(n 5=2)
by Condition 4 (ii) and 

= 0 +Op(
1p
n
). Similarly with (89), we obtain

   0 =
8>>><>>>:
 

 Q  1p
n
QV Q  1
n
QV QV Q+Op(n
 3=2)

1p
n
J
  1
2

 Q  1p
n
QV Q+Op(n
 1)

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0





   0

  1
6

 Q+Op

1p
n

H3 +
1p
n
W3


   0





   0





   0

+ 1
n

 Q  1p
n
QV Q+Op(n
 1)
bc(0) + 1n  Q+Op  1pnrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2)
9>>>=>>>;
=
8>>><>>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ QVQH2p
n


   0





   0

+ 1
6
QH3


   0





   0





   0

  1
n

Q+ 1p
n
QV Q
bc(0)  1nQrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2).
9>>>=>>>;
(92)
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Now replacing
p
n(
   0) = a 1=2 + Op

1p
n

or
p
n(
   0) = a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  Qc(0)) + Op
 
1
n

in (92)
depending on the orders required, we obtain

   0
=
8>>>>><>>>>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2n

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ QVQH2p
n
0@ a 1=2 + a 1 Qc(0)pn +Op  n 1



a 1=2 +
a 1 Qc(0)p
n
+Op
 
n 1

1A
+ 1
6n3=2
QH3

a 1=2 +Op

1p
n




a 1=2 +Op

1p
n




a 1=2 +Op

1p
n

  1
n

Q+ 1p
n
QV Q
bc(0)  1n3=2Qrbc (0)a 1=2 +Op  1pn+Op(n 2)
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
=
8>><>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
QV QJ + 1
n3=2
QV QV QJ

+ 1
2n

Q

H2 +
Wp
n

+ QVQH2p
n

a 1=2 +
a 1 Qc(0)p
n




a 1=2 +
a 1 Qc(0)p
n

+ 1
6n3=2
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2
  1
n

Q+ 1p
n
QV Q
bc(0)  1n3=2Qrc(0)a 1=2
+Op(n
 2);
9>>=>>;
where we replaced rbc(0) with rc(0) +Op  1pn from Condition 4 (i). Rearranging terms according to the orders,
we have

   0 (93)
=
8>><>>:
1p
n
QJ + 1
n
 
QV QJ + 1
2
QH2(a 1=2 
 a 1=2) Qbc(0)
+ 1
n3=2
0@ QV QV QJ + 12QH2   a 1=2 
 (a 1  Qc(0))+  (a 1  Qc(0))
 a 1=2+ 1
2
(QW +QV QH2)
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
6
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2
 QV Qbc (0) Qrc(0)a 1=2
1A
+Op(n
 2)
9>>=>>;
=
8>><>>:
1p
n
QJ + 1
n
 
QV QJ + 1
2
QH2(a 1=2 
 a 1=2) Qc(0)

+ 1
n3=2
0B@ QV a 1 +
1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
 (a 1  Qc(0))

+
 
(a 1  Qc(0))
 a 1=2

+ 1
2
QW
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2

+ 1
6
QH3
 
a 1=2 
 a 1=2 
 a 1=2

 QV Q

c (0) +Op

1p
n

 Qrc(0)a 1=2  
p
nQ(bc (0)  c (0))
1CA+Op(n 2)
9>>=>>;
=
8<:
1p
n
QJ + 1
n
(a 1  Qc(0))
+ 1
n3=2

a 3=2   12QH2
  
a 1=2 
Qc(0)

+
 
Qc(0)
 a 1=2

 QV Qc (0) Qrc (0) a 1=2  
p
nQ(bc (0)  c (0))

+Op(n
 2);
9=;
noting bc (0) = c (0) +Op  1pn.
Now we rewrite the higher order expansion of 

in terms of B() recalling that Q() 1B() = c() and hence
rc() = Q() 1rB()  vec  B()0r  H1 ()0 (94)
from Remark 2. From (93), note
p
n


   0

(95)
=
a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  Qc(0))
+ 1
n
 
a 3=2   12QH2
  
a 1=2 
Qc(0)

+
 
Qc(0)
 a 1=2
 QV Qc (0) Qrc (0) a 1=2
  1
n
Q
p
n(bc(0)  c(0)) +Op(n 3=2)
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from (10) and also note that
1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
Qc(0)

+
 
Qc(0)
 a 1=2

+QV Qc (0) +Qrc (0) a 1=2
= 1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
B(0)

+
 
B(0)
 a 1=2

+QV B (0)
+Q

Q(0)
 1rB(0)  vec
 
B(0)
0r  H1 (0)0 a 1=2
= 1
2
QH2
  
a 1=2 
Qc(0)

+
 
Qc(0)
 a 1=2
 Qvec  B(0)0r  H1 (0)0 a 1=2
+rB(0)a 1=2 +QV B (0)
(96)
from (94) and B() = Q()c(). We claim that
1
2
H2
  
a 1=2 
B(0)

+
 
B(0)
 a 1=2
  vec  B(0)0r  H1 (0)0 a 1=2 = 0, (97)
which simplies (96) to rB(0)a 1=2 +QV B (0). This is obvious when dim(0) = 1, since
1
2
H2
  
a 1=2 
B(0)

+
 
B(0)
 a 1=2

= H2B(0)a 1=2
and vec
  
B(0)
0r  H1 (0)0 a 1=2 = B(0)H2a 1=2 noting r  H1 (0)0 = H2 for the scalar case. To verify this for
a general case with dim(0) = k, we note vec(AB) = (I 
A)vec(B) = (B0 
 I)vec(A) and hence
1
2
H2
  
a 1=2 
B(0)

+
 
B(0)
 a 1=2

= 1
2
H2
 
vec
 
B(0)a
0
 1=2

+ vec
 
a 1=2B(0)
0
= 1
2
H2
 
(I 
B(0)) a 1=2 + (B(0)
 I) a 1=2

= 1
2
H2 (I 
B(0) +B(0)
 I) a 1=2:
Thus, (97) follows upon showing (see Appendix B.6)
1
2
H2 (I 
B(0) +B(0)
 I) = vec
  
B(0)
0r  H1 (0)0 : (98)
Therefore, we can rewrite (95) as
p
n


   0

= a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  B(0)) + 1n

a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  
p
n( bB(0) B(0))
+ 1
n
p
n( bQ(0) Q(0))bc(0) QV B (0)+Op(n 3=2):
From Lemma B.1 below, we have
p
n( bQ(0) Q(0))bc(0) QV B (0) = Op  1pn and hence
p
n


   0

(99)
= a 1=2 +
1p
n
(a 1  B(0)) + 1
n

a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2  
p
n( bB(0) B(0))+Op(n 3=2):
This completes the proof.
Lemma B.1 Suppose Condition 5 holds and V  1p
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)]) = Op(1), then we havep
n( bQ(0) Q(0))bc(0) QV B (0) = Op (1=pn).
Proof. From bc(0) = bQ(0) 1 bB (0), it follows that
p
n( bQ(0) Q(0))bc(0) = pn( bQ(0) Q(0)) bQ(0) 1 bB (0)
= Q(0)
p
nQ(0)
 1( bQ(0) Q(0)) bQ(0) 1 bB (0) = Q(0)pnQ(0) 1   bQ(0) 1 bB (0)
= Q(0)
p
n
 bH1(0) H1(0) bB (0) = QV bB (0) :
The last result is obtained noting V  1p
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)]) and bH1(0) = 1nPni=1rs (zi; 0) and
hence we have
p
n( bQ(0) Q(0))bc(0) QV B (0) = QV  bB (0) B (0) = Op  1=pn ,
since V = Op(1) and bB (0) B (0) = Op (1=pn) by Condition 5.
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B.6 Derivation of (98)
Let H2 =
0B@ rH
11
1 rH121    rH1k1
...
...
...
...
rHk11 rHk21    rHkk1
1CA and B(0)  b =
0@ b1...
bk
1A, where Hgh1 is the g-th row and the h-th
column element of H1. Note that
1
2
H2 (I 
B(0) +B(0)
 I) = 12
0B@ rH
11
1 rH121    rH1k1
...
...
...
...
rHk11 rHk21    rHkk1
1CA (I 
B(0) +B(0)
 I)
= 1
2
0B@ rH
11
1 b rH121 b    rH1k1 b
...
...
...
...
rHk11 b rHk21 b    rHkkk b
CA+ 12
0B@ rH
11
1 b rH121 b    rH1k1 b
...
...
...
...
rHk11 b rHk21 b    rHkkk b
1CA
=
0B@ rH
11
1 b rH121 b    rH1k1 b
...
...
...
...
rHk11 b rHk21 b    rHkkk b
1CA ;
where the second term in the second equality is obtained from @
2s(z;)
@h@p
= @
2s(z;)
@p@h
which implies @H
gp
1
@h
=
@H
gh
1
@p
for
g; h; p 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg.
Similarly we obtain
vec
  
B(0)
0r  H1 (0)0 = vec
0B@b0
0B@ rH
11
1 rH211    rHk11
...
...
...
...
rH1k1 rH2k1    rHkkk
1CA
1CA
=
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
b0
0B@ rH
11
1
...
rH1k1
1CA
...
b0
0B@ rH
k1
1
...
rHkk1
1CA
1CCCCCCCCCCCA
=
0B@ rH
11
1 b rH121 b    rH1k1 b
...
...
...
...
rHk11 b rHk21 b    rHkkk b
1CA
again noting @H
gp
1
@h
=
@H
gh
1
@p
for g; h; p 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg and hence we have established (98).
B.7 Derivation of the Main Result for the Scalar Case
We derive our main result for the scalar case with dim(0) = 1 where bc() and c() are simplied as
bc() = 1
2
bH2() bQ()2   1nPni=1 s2(zi; )+ bQ() 1nPni=1 [rs (zi; ) s(zi; )] and
c() = 1
2
H2()Q()
2E

s2(zi; )

+Q()E [rs (zi; ) s(zi; )] .
Note Condition 1-4 are easily veried by the proof of Lemma A.11. We derive the third order stochastic expansion
iteratively. First, consider the rst order Taylor series approximation of (9),
0 =
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +

1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e (   0)  1
n
bc(0)  1
n
rbce (   0)
for e between  and 0 and hence
p
n


   0

=  

1
n
Pn
i=1rs

zi;e  1nrbc(e) 1  1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0)  1pnbc(0)
=   (E [rs (zi; 0)] + op(1) +Op (1=n)) 1

1p
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +Op (1=
p
n)

= QJ + op(1);
(100)
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by Condition 1(i), 2 and e = 0 + op(1) noting  1nPni=1rs  zi;   E [rs (zi; 0)] = op(1) for  = 0 + op(1) by
Lemma A.3 or A.4. Now rewrite (100) as
p
n


   0

=  

H1(0)  rbc(0)n
 1 
J   1p
n
bc(0)   bH1(e)  rbc(e)n  1   H1(0)  rbc(0)n  1J   1pnbc(0)
=    H1(0) 1 +Op   1n J +Op  1pn   bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 +Op   1nJ +Op  1pn
=  H1(0) 1J  
 bH1(e) 1  H1(0) 1 J +Op   1n =  H1(0) 1 1pnPni=1 s (zi; 0) +Op   1n ;
where the second inequality is by Condition 2 and the last equality is obtained by ( bH1(e) 1 H1(0) 1) = Op (1=pn)
from (75) and J = Op(1) and hence we have
p
n


   0

= QJ +Op
 
1=
p
n

: (101)
Now consider second order Taylor series expansion:
0 =
1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)

(
   0) + 12

1
n
Pn
i=1r2s

zi;e   02
  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)  12nr2bce   02 : (102)
As we rewrite (77) into the form of (78) in Lemma 2.1s proof, we rewrite (102) as
0 =
1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0
2
  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)  12nr2bce   02 +Op(n 3=2) (103)
=
1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0
2
  1
n
bc(0) +Op(n 3=2); (104)
since 1
n
rbc (0) (   0) = Op(n 3=2) by Condition 2 and  = 0 +Op( 1pn ) from (101) noting J = Op(1) and since
1
2n
r2bce   02 = O(n 1)Op(1)Op(n 1) = Op(n 2) by Condition 3 and  = 0 + Op (1=pn). Multiplying
expansions (as (79)) of ( Q 1 + V=pn) 1 to both sides of (104) depending on orders and replacing pn


   0

=
QJ +Op (1=n), we obtain
p
n


   0

= QJ +
1p
n

Q2V J +
1
2
Q3H2J
2  Qbc(0)+Op 1
n

= QJ +
1p
n

Q2V J +
1
2
H2Q
3J2  Qc(0)

+Op

1
n

;
as in Lemma 2.1. The second equality comes from bc(0) = c(0) +Op (1=pn).
Now consider a third order Taylor series expansion of 0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s

zi; 
  1
n
bc():
0 = 1
n
Pn
i=1 s (zi; 0) +
 
1
n
Pn
i=1rs (zi; 0)

(
   0) + 12
 
1
n
Pn
i=1r2s (zi; 0)
 

   0
2
+ 1
6

1
n
Pn
i=1r3s

zi;e   03   1nbc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0)  12 1nr2bc (0)   02
  1
6
1
n
r3bce   03
From this, similarly with (102) to (103), we obtain
0 = 1p
n
J +

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V


   0

+ 1
2

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0
2
  1
6

H3 +
1p
n
W3


   0
3
  1
n
bc(0)  1nrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2); (105)
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since 1
2
1
n
r2bc (0)   02 = Op(n 2) by Condition 3 and  = 0 + Op(1=pn) and since 12 1nr3bce (   30)
= Op(n
 5=2) by Condition 4 (ii) and 

= 0 + Op(1=
p
n). Multiplying expansions (as (79)) of

 Q 1 + 1p
n
V
 1
to both sides of (105) depending on orders, we obtain

   0
=
8>>><>>>:
 

 Q  1p
n
Q2V   1
n
Q3V 2 +Op(n
 3=2)

1p
n
J
  1
2

 Q  1p
n
Q2V +Op(n
 1)

H2 +
1p
n
W


   0
2
  1
6

 Q+Op

1p
n

H3 +
1p
n
W3


   0
3
+ 1
n

 Q  1p
n
Q2V +Op(n
 1)
bc(0) + 1n  Q+Op  1pnrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2)
9>>>=>>>;
=
8<:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
Q2V J + 1
n3=2
Q3V 2J

+ 1
2

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ Q
2H2Vp
n


   0
2
+ 1
6
QH3


   0
3
  1
n

Q+ 1p
n
Q2V
bc(0)  1nQrbc (0) (   0) +Op(n 2)
9=; .
Now replacing
p
n(
   0) = a 1=2+Op (1=
p
n) or
p
n(
   0) = a 1=2+ 1pn (a 1  Qc(0)) +Op (1=n) depending
on the orders required, we obtain

   0
=
8>>><>>>:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
Q2V J + 1
n3=2
Q3V 2J

+ 1
2n

Q

H2 +
1p
n
W

+ Q
2H2Vp
n

a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  Qc(0)) +Op
 
1
n
2
+ 1
6n3=2
QH3

a 1=2 +Op

1p
n
3
  1
n

Q+ 1p
n
Q2V
bc(0)
  1
n3=2
Qrbc (0)a 1=2 +Op  1pn+Op(n 2)
9>>>=>>>;
=
8<:

1p
n
QJ + 1
n
Q2V J + 1
n3=2
Q3V 2J

+ 1
2n

Q

H2 +
Wp
n

+ Q
2H2Vp
n

a 1=2 +
a 1 Qc(0)p
n
2
+ 1
6n3=2
QH3a
3
 1=2   1n

Q+ 1p
n
Q2V
bc(0)  1n3=2Qrc(0)a 1=2 +Op(n 2)
9=; ;
where we replaced rbc(0) with rc(0) +Op  1pn from Condition 4 (i). Rearranging terms according to the orders,
we have
p
n


   0

= a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  Qc(0)) + 1n
 
a 3=2  Q2H2c(0)a 1=2  Q2V c (0) Qrc (0) a 1=2

  1
n
Q
p
n(bc(0)  c(0)) +Op(n 3=2): (106)
Now note bc(0) = bB(0)bQ(0) , c (0) = B(0)Q(0) , rc (0) = rB(0)Q   B(0)rQQ2 , rQ =  r( 1H1 ) = H 21 rH1 = Q2H2 by
denition of H1 and H2 and hence rc (0) = rB(0)Q  B(0)H2. Pugging these results into (106), we have
p
n


   0

= a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  B(0))
+ 1
n
 
a 3=2  QV B (0) rB(0)a 1=2
  1
n
Q
p
n(bc(0)  c(0)) +Op(n 3=2) (107)
noting  Q2H2c(0) Qrc (0) =  QH2B(0) Q

rB(0)
Q
 B(0)H2

=  rB(0). Finally consider that
Q
p
n(bc(0)  c(0)) = pn bQ(0)bc(0) Q(0)c(0) pn bQ(0) Q(0)bc(0)
=
p
n( bB(0) B(0)) pn bQ(0) Q(0)bc(0)
39
and that
p
n
 bQ(0) Q(0)bc(0)
=  pnQ(0)

1bQ(0)   1Q(0)
 bQ(0)bc(0) = pnQ(0) bH1(0) H1(0) bQ(0)bc(0)
= Q(0)

1p
n
Pn
i=1 (rs (zi; 0)  E [rs (zi; 0)])
 bQ(0)bc(0) = Q(0)V bB (0) = QV B (0) +Op  1pn
by denition of V and Condition 5: bB (0) = B (0) +Op (1=pn). Applying these results to (107), we obtain
p
n


   0

= a 1=2 + 1pn (a 1  B(0))
+ 1
n
 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2
  1
n
p
n( bB(0) B(0)) +Op(n 3=2)
and hence
p
n


   0

=
p
n(bbc   0) +Op(n 3=2).
C Higher Order Variances
Here we derive the analytic forms of the higher order variances for several alternative estimators. Note that
E

(a 1  B(0)) (a 1  B(0))0

= E[a 1a0 1] B(0)B(0)0, E
p
na 1=2 (a 1  B(0))0

= E
p
na 1=2a
0
 1

,
E
h
a 1=2
 
a 3=2  rB(0)a 1=2
0i
= E

a 1=2a
0
 3=2
 E a 1=2a0 1=2 (rB(0))0 from E[a 1] = B(0) and E[a 1=2] =
0 and hence
bb =
8<:
E

a 1=2a
0
 1=2

+ 1
n
 
E
p
na 1a0 1=2

+ E
p
na 1=2a
0
 1

+ 1
n
 
E[a 1a0 1] + E

a 3=2a
0
 1=2

+ E

a 1=2a
0
 3=2

 B(0)B(0)0   E

a 1=2a
0
 1=2

(rB(0))0  rB(0)E

a 1=2a
0
 1=2

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Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996) derive the second-order mean squared error (MSE) of the M-estimator that
solves the moment condition (2). Proposition 3.4 in Rilstone, Srivastava, and Ullah (1996) implies that
bb = 1 + 1n
 
2 + 
0
2

+
1
n
 
3 + 4 + 
0
4
  1
n
 
B(0)B(0)
0 + 1 (rB(0))0 +rB(0)01

+O
 
n 2

where (denoting the expectation of a function A() as A() = E[A()] for notational convenience)
1 = d1d
0
1, 2 = Q

v1d1d01 +
1
2
H2(d1 
 d1) d01

3 =
8>>><>>>:
Q
n
v1d1d02V
0
2 + v1d2d
0
1v
0
2 + v1d2d
0
2v
0
1
o
Q0
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 d1)(d02 
 d02) + (d1 
 d2) (d01 
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o
H 02Q
0
 Q
n
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o
H 02Q
0
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n
d1 
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o
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0
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0
1
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for di = Qs(zi; 0), vi = rs(zi; 0)   E [rs(zi; 0)] and wi = r2s(zi; 0)   E
r2s(zi; 0). We also note B(0) = 
Qv1d1 +
1
2
H2d1 
 d1

from Lemma 2.2. Finally we derive rB(0) as follows. Noting vec (s(zi; 0)0r (Q(0)0)) =
vec (s(zi; 0)0Q0QH2) from Remark 5, similarly with (38), we can show
rc(0) = 12vec
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d1 
 d1
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d01 r
 
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
=0

by inspecting (59) where e1 = Qrs(z1; 0), rs1() = rs(z1; ) and rs1 = rs(z1; 0). Combining this result with
rB(0) = Q(0)rc(0) + vec (c(0)0r (Q(0)0)) and B(0) = Q

v1d1 +
1
2
H2d1 
 d1
	
, we obtain
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
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
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1
2
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
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0
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1
2
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o
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